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STEIN DOMAINS IN BANACH ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
FEDERICO BAMBOZZI, OREN BEN-BASSAT, AND KOBI KREMNIZER
Abstract. In this article we give a homological characterization of the topology of Stein
spaces over any valued base field. In particular, when working over the field of complex
numbers, we obtain a characterization of the usual Euclidean (transcendental) topology
of complex analytic spaces. For non-Archimedean base fields the topology we characterize
coincides with the topology of the Berkovich analytic space associated to a non-Archimedean
Stein algebra. Because the characterization we used is borrowed from a definition in derived
geometry, this work should be read as a contribution towards the foundations of derived
analytic geometry.
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1. Introduction
This paper can be thought as a continuation of [5] and [4], on which we build our main
results. The problem addressed in the present work is to extend the approach proposed in
[5] and [4] to Stein domains of analytic spaces. More precisely, the main theorems of this
paper prove that the characterization of open embeddings with the homotopy monomorphism
property, given in [5] for affinoid domains and in [4] for dagger affinoid domains, extends to
Stein domains. Since Stein spaces are defined as spaces which have a suitable exhaustion
by (dagger) affinoid subdomains, the strategy of our proofs is to rely on the results of [5]
and [4], and deduce the theorems for Stein spaces using their exhaustions. In particular,
this strategy naturally leads to consider projective limits of bornological spaces and the
issue about the commutation of the bornological projective tensor product with projective
limits. We devote Section3 to provide basic results about these issues for which it seems that
there is no literature available. Our main difficulty is the fact that neither the projective
tensor product nor the injective tensor product of bornological vector spaces commutes with
projective limits in general. This is also the main obstacle to the generalization of our results
to more general notion of domains, such as dagger quasi-Stein domains.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section2 we recall the main results from [4] that will
be used, we fix the notation and we introduce some key notions that will be used in our
main proofs. Section3 contains our technical results in functional analysis that are required
to prove Theorems 5.5 and 5.7. In Section3.1 we describe the class of proper bornological
spaces and we prove its main property in Proposition 3.15, which shows that the closure
of a subspace of a proper bornological space is equal to the set of its (bornological) limit
points. Section 3.3 begins with the definition of nuclear bornological spaces and the study
of their main properties. We remark that, although proper and nuclear bornological vector
spaces have been previously considered in literature, see for example [19] and [21], this is
the first time, at our knowledge, that a detailed study of their property is done also for non-
Archimedean base fields. The main result of Section3.3 is Theorem 3.50 which shows that
nuclear bornological vector spaces are flat in CBornk with respect to its natural monoidal
structure, i.e. the endofunctor p´qpbkF is exact if F is nuclear. This is a bornological
counterpart of the well-known result of the theory of locally convex spaces. The rest of
Section3 deals with projective limits of bornological vector spaces: In particular, Section
3.4 addresses the issue of commutation of projective limits with the bornological complete
projective tensor product; Section 3.5 deals with a bornological version of the Mittag-Leffler
Lemma for Fre´chet spaces and Section 3.6 contains some lemmas about the computation
of the derived functor of the projective limit functor for quasi-abelian categories. Section
4 starts by providing some results on Fre´chet bornological algebras and then it continues
by giving the definition of Stein spaces and Stein algebras suitable for our context. The
main result of this section, Theorem 4.25, is a generalization of Forster’s Theorem about the
anti-equivalence between the category of complex Stein algebras and complex Stein spaces,
3to arbitrary base fields. Section 5 contains our main results. We characterize the open
embeddings of Stein spaces by the maps having the homotopy monomorphism property
(see Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.7). Giving a disjoint union of Stein spaces mapping to
a fixed Stein space, we characterize in Theorem 5.13 the surjectivity of such a morphism
by a conservativity property for transversal modules. See Definition 2.4 for the notion of
transversal module, called a RR-quasicoherent module, after the work of Ramis and Ruget
[35].
The homological treatment of holomorphic functional calculus, as developed by Taylor,
leads naturally to derived methods (see for example [37]). Let pC,b, eCq be a closed sym-
metric monoidal elementary quasi-abelian category with enough flat projectives. In [6] a
Grothendieck topology of (homotopy) Zariski open immersions in CommpsCqop is defined
where sC is the closed symmetric monoidal model category of simplicial objects in C. The
homotopy monomorphism condition that we use in this article (in the case that C “ CBornk
or IndpBankq) is a restriction of Definition 1.2.6.1 (3) of [41] from the homotopy category of
CommpsCqop to the opposite category of dagger Stein algebras (thought of as constant sim-
plicial objects). The model structure to be explained in [6] is compatible in a natural way
with the quasi-abelian structure on C. This allows us to relate our work to the work of Toe¨n
and Vezzosi from [40, 41], as shown in [6]: CommpsCqop satisfies their axioms on a monoidal
model category so according to their approach one can do derived geometry relative to it,
and apply their results.
In the case that our base field is the complex numbers, some of our results are already
present in the work of Pirkovskii, for instance [28].
1.1. Notation. The notation used here will be totally consistent with the notation of [4],
which is the following:
‚ If C is a category we will use the notation X P C to indicate that X is an object of
C.
‚ If C is a category then IndpCq will denote the category of Ind-objects of C.
‚ k will denote a field complete with respect to a fixed non-trivial valuation, Archimedean
or non-Archimedean.
‚ Vectk is the closed symmetric monoidal category of vector spaces (with no extra
structure) over k.
‚ SNrmk the category of semi-normed modules over k, remarking that, if not otherwise
stated, by a semi-normed space over non-Archimedean base field we mean a k-vector
space equipped with a non-Archimedean semi-norm.
‚ Nrmk the category of normed modules over k.
‚ Bank the category of Banach modules over k.
‚ For V P SNrmk, V s “ V {p0q is the separation and pV P Bank is the separated comple-
tion.
‚ Bornk the category of bornological vector spaces of convex type over k and CBornk
the category of complete bornological vector spaces of convex type over k.
‚ For E P Bornk and B a bounded absolutely convex subset, (i.e. a bounded disk) of
E, EB is the linear subspace of E spanned by elements of B equipped with the gauge
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semi-norm (also called the Minkowski functional) defined by B (see Remark 3.40 of
[4] for a review of the notion of gauge semi-norm).
‚ For E P Bornk, DE denotes the category of bounded absolutely convex subsets of E.
‚ Afnd:k denotes the category of dagger affinoid algebras over k.‚ For E P Bornk, DcE denotes the category of bounded absolutely convex subsets B of
E for which EB P Bank.
‚ The notation limÑ refers to a colimit (also known as inductive or direct limit) of some
functor in a category.
‚ The notation limÐ refers to a limit (also known as projective or inverse limit) of some
functor in a category.
‚ For polyradii ρ “ pρiq P Rn`, the notation ρ ă ρ1 means that ρ and ρ1 have the
same number of components and every component of ρ is strictly smaller than the
corresponding component of ρ1.
‚ With the notation CD we will denote the category of covariant functors D Ñ C. In
particular, if I is a filtered set we will denote CI the category of functors I Ñ C,
when I is thought as a category.
‚ A cofiltered projective system tEiuiPI of objects of a category is said to be epimorphic
if for any i ă j the system map Ej Ñ Ei is an epimorphism. Similarly, a filtered
direct system tEiuiPI is said to be monomorphic if for any i ă j the system map
Ei Ñ Ej is a monomorphism.
2. Bornological Algebraic Geometry
2.1. Quasi-abelian categories, bornological spaces and dagger analytic geometry.
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the theory of quasi-abelian categories as devel-
oped in [36]. In this section pC,b, eCq will be a closed symmetric monoidal quasi-abelian
category and Hom will denote the internal hom functor. To any closed symmetric monoidal
category is associated a category of commutative monoids, denoted CommpCq and a category
of affine schemes AffpCq “ CommpCqop. The duality functor CommpCq Ñ AffpCq is denoted
by spec. To any A P CommpCq we can associate the category of A-modules ModpAq, which is
quasi-abelian closed symmetric monoidal with respect to a bifunctor bA, naturally induced
by b. Moreover, since ModpAq is quasi-abelian we can always associate to A the derived cat-
egories of ModpAq, denoted DpAq, and using the left t-structure of DpAq we define Dď0pAq,
Dě0pAq and DbpAq. Notice also that in Proposition 2.1.18 (c) of [36] it is shown that if C is
elementary quasi-abelian ModpAq is elementary quasi-abelian.
Definition 2.1. A morphism specpBq Ñ specpAq is said to be a homotopy monomorphism
if the canonical functor Dď0pBq ÝÑ Dď0pAq is fully faithful. In a dual way, we say that the
correspondent morphism of monoids AÑ B is a homotopy epimorphism.
The following characterization of homotopy monomorphisms is the useful one for pratical
purposes.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that p : specpBq Ñ specpAq is a morphism in AffpCq and that the
functor ModpAq Ñ ModpBq given by tensoring with B over A is left derivable to a functor
Dď0pAq Ñ Dď0pBq. Then, p is a homotopy monomorphism if and only if BbLAB – B.
5Proof. See Lemma 2.24 of [4]. l
Lemma 2.3. Let f : specpAq Ñ specpBq, g : specpBq Ñ specpCq be two morphisms of affine
schemes such that g ˝ f and g are homotopy monomorphisms, then also f is a homotopy
monomorphism.
Proof. The hypothesis mean that we have a diagram of functors
Dď0pAq Dď0pBq
Dď0pCq
f˚
pg ˝ fq˚ g˚
such that g˚ is fully faithful and g˚ ˝ f˚ is fully faithful. Hence for any V,W P Dď0pAq
HomDď0pAqpV,W q – HomDď0pCqppg ˝ fq˚pV q, pg ˝ fq˚pW qq – HomDď0pBqpf˚pV q, f˚pW qq
which precisely means that f˚ is fully faithful. l
We recall the following notion from [4] and [5].
Definition 2.4. Consider an objectA P CommpCBornkq. We define a sub-category ModRRpAq
of ModpAq whose modules M satisfy the property that the natural morphism M pbLAB Ñ
M pbAB is an isomorphism in Dď0pBq, for all homotopy epimorphisms AÑ B. We call these
modules RR-quasicoherent modules.
Homotopy epimorphisms are the morphisms that we use to endow CommpCq with a
Grothendieck topology. The following definition is based on definitions in [39] and [41].
Definition 2.5. Consider a full sub-category A Ă AffpCq such that the base change of a
homotopy monomorphisms in A is a homotopy monomorphism. On A we can define the
homotopy Zariski topology which has as its covers collections tspecpBiq Ñ specpAquiPI where
there exists a finite subset J Ă I such that
‚ for each i P J , the morphism A Ñ Bi is of finite presentation and the resulting
morphisms Dď0pBiq Ñ Dď0pAq is fully faithful;
‚ a morphism in ModRRpAq is an isomorphism if and only if it becomes an isomorphism
in each ModRRpBjq for j P J after applying the functor M ÞÑMbLABj. Such a family
is called conservative.
One can drop the requirement on the maps of the covering AÑ Bi to be finitely presented,
obtaining another topology called the formal homotopy Zariski topology.
Later on, we will relax the condition on coverings allowing the subset J Ă I to be countable.
We will discuss this issue at the end of Section5. We will also make an extensive use of flat
objects in C, in the following sense.
Definition 2.6. Let pC,b, eCq be a closed, symmetric monoidal, quasi-abelian category. We
call an object F of C flat if for any strictly exact sequence
0 Ñ E 1 Ñ E Ñ E2 Ñ 0
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the resulting sequence
0 Ñ E 1bF Ñ EbF Ñ E2bF Ñ 0
is strictly exact, i.e. if the endofunctor E ÞÑ EbF is an exact functor in the terminology of
[36].
We conclude this section by defining free resolutions in closed symmetric monoidal quasi-
abelian categories and by showing some properties.
Definition 2.7. Let pC,b, eCq be a closed symmetric monoidal quasi-abelian category and
let A P CommpCq. An object E P ModpAq is called free if
E – AbV
for some V P C.
Definition 2.8. Let pC,b, eCq be a closed symmetric monoidal quasi-abelian category and
let A P CommpCq. A free resolution of E P ModpAq is the data of a strict complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ L2pEq Ñ L1pEq Ñ L0pEq Ñ 0
and a strict quasi-isomorphism
L‚pEq – E
where each LipEq is free in ModpAq and E is thought as a complex concentrated in degree
0.
Lemma 2.9. Let pC,b, eCq be a closed symmetric monoidal quasi-abelian category with
enough projectives. Let A P CommpCq and E P ModpAq. Then, E admits a free resolution.
If in addition, both E and A are flat as objects in C then each term of the free resolution can
be chosen to be a flat object in ModpAq.
Proof. Consider
L nA pEq “ AbpAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAlooooomooooon
n times
bEq
where we think the first A factor as an A-module and the other factors as objects of C. In
this way L nA pEq is by definition a free A-module. Defining the differentials dn : L nA pEq Ñ
L n´1A pEq in the following way: Let mA : AbA Ñ A denotes the multiplication map of A
and ρE : AbE Ñ E the action of A on E, then
(2.1) dn “
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qiidAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bmAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bidAbidE ` p´1qnidAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bidAbρE,
where mA is at the ith place. Standard computations show that the complex L ‚ApEq is a free
resolution of E. This complex is a resolution because L ‚ApEq has a splitting over C given by
the maps
L nA pEq ÐÝ L n´1A pEq
(2.2) 1AbidL n´1A pEq,
where 1A is the constant morphism to the identity of A. Therefore, we can deduce that the
cone of the map L ‚ApEq Ñ E is a strictly exact complex in Dď0pCq. By Proposition 1.5.1
7of [36] a morphism in ModpAq is strict if and only if is strict as a morphism in C, hence the
cone L ‚ApEq Ñ E is also a strictly exact complex in Dď0pAq.
It remains to show the claim about the flatness of L nA pEq. Since bA is right exact we only
need to show only the left exactness of the functor p´qbAL nA pEq. Consider a strictly exact
sequence of morphisms of ModpAq
0 Ñ F Ñ GÑ H.
Applying p´qbAL nA pEq we obtain the sequence
(2.3) 0 Ñ FbAL nA pEq Ñ GbAL nA pEq Ñ HbAL nA pEq
which can be rewritten as
0 Ñ FbpAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAlooooomooooon
n times
bEq Ñ GbpAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAlooooomooooon
n times
bEq Ñ HbpAb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAlooooomooooon
n times
bEq.
Therefore, the hypothesis that A and E are flat objects of C directly implies that the sequence
(2.3) is strictly exact. l
Remark 2.10. The splitting maps of equation (2.2) are not A-linear in general.
Definition 2.11. Let pC,b, eCq be a closed symmetric monoidal quasi-abelian category. Let
A P CommpCq and E P ModpAq. We define the Bar resolution of E to be the free resolution
introduced in Lemma 2.9.
Using the Bar resolution we can prove the following important lemma.
Lemma 2.12. Let C be elementary quasi-abelian. Let tAiuiPI be a filtered inductive system
in CommpCq such that all system morphisms are homotopy epimorphisms. Then, for any
j P I the canonical maps
Aj Ñ limÑ
iPI
Ai
are homotopy epimorphisms.
Proof. Let’s fix a j P I. To show that Aj Ñ limÑ
iPI
Ai is a homotopy epimorphism we need
to check that
plimÑ
iPI
AiqbLAjplimÑ
iPI
Aiq – limÑ
iPI
Ai
in Dď0pCq. Consider the Bar resolution L ‚AjplimÑ iPI Aiq. Then, the complex
plimÑ
iPI
AiqbAjL ‚AjplimÑ
iPI
Aiq
is a representative of plimÑ
iPI
AiqbLAjplimÑ
iPI
Aiq. More explicitly, for each n P N
plimÑ
iPI
AiqbAjL nAjplimÑ
iPI
Aiq “ plimÑ
iPI
AiqbAjAjbpAjb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAjloooooomoooooon
n times
bplimÑ
iPI
Aiqq
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which simplifies to
plimÑ
iPI
AiqbpAjb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAjloooooomoooooon
n times
bplimÑ
iPI
Aiqq – limÑ
iPI
pAibAjb ¨ ¨ ¨ bAjloooooomoooooon
n times
bAiq.
Now, because by Proposition 2.1.16 (c) of [36] limÑ
iPI
is an exact functor when I is filtered we
have limÑ
iPI
– LlimÑ
iPI
. Therefore,
plimÑ
iPI
AiqbLAjplimÑ
iPI
Aiq – plimÑ
iPI
AiqbAjL ‚AjplimÑ
iPI
Aiq – limÑ
iPI
pAibAjL ‚AjpAiqq – limÑ
iPI
pAibLAjAiq – limÑ
iPI
Ai.
l
We also introduce the following complex needed for computing Cˇech cohomology in the
theories we will develop.
Definition 2.13. Given a collection of morphisms U “ tA Ñ BiuiPI in CommpCq and
M P ModpAq we have the Cˇech-Amitsur complex C ‚ApM,Uqź
i
pM pbABiq Ñź
i,j
pM pbABipbABjq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
and its augmented version which we call the Tate complex T ‚A pM,Uq
0 ÑM Ñ
ź
i
pM pbABiq Ñź
i,j
pM pbABipbABjq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where we use the degree convention
C dApM,Uq “ T dA pM,Uq “
ź
i1,...,id
pM pbABi1 pbA ¨ ¨ ¨ pbABidq
for d ě 1.
2.2. Bornological vector spaces. In this section we recall very briefly the theory of
bornological vector spaces. We refer the reader to Section3.3 of [4] for more details.
Definition 2.14. Let X be a set. A bornology on X is a collection B of subsets of X such
that
(1) B is a covering of X, i.e. @x P X, DB P B such that x P B;
(2) B is stable under inclusions, i.e. A Ă B P B ñ A P B;
(3) B is stable under finite unions, i.e. for each n P N and B1, ..., Bn P B,
nŤ
i“1
Bi P B.
The pair pX,Bq is called a bornological set, and the elements of B are called bounded
subsets of X (with respect to B, if it is needed to specify). A family of subsets A Ă B is
called a basis for B if for any B P B there exist A1, . . . , An P A such that B Ă A1Y ¨ ¨ ¨YAn.
A morphism of bornological sets ϕ : pX,BXq Ñ pY,BY q is defined to be a bounded map
ϕ : X Ñ Y , i.e. a map of sets such that ϕpBq P BY for all B P BX .
Definition 2.15. A bornological vector space over k is a k-vector space E along with a
bornology on the underlying set of E for which the maps pλ, xq ÞÑ λx and px, yq ÞÑ x` y are
bounded.
9Definition 2.16. A bornological vector space is said to be of convex type if it has a basis
made of absolutely convex subsets. We will denote by Bornk the category whose objects
are the bornological vector spaces of convex type and whose morphisms are bounded linear
maps between them.
Remark 2.17. For every bornological vector space of convex type E there is an isomorphism
E – limÑ
BPDE
EB
where B varies over the family of bounded absolutely convex subsets of E and EB is the
vector subspace of E spanned by elements of B equipped with the gauge semi-norm (also
called Minkowski functional) defined by B and each EB is equipped with the bornology
induced by this semi-norm.
Reasoning as last remark, one can show that there is a functor diss : Bornk Ñ IndpSNrmkq
which is fully faithful, which commutes with all projective limits and direct sums and whose
essential image is the sub-category of essential monomorphic objects of IndpSNrmkq, i.e. by
ind-objects isomorphic to systems which have monomorphisms as system maps. The functor
diss does not commute with cokernels in general.
Definition 2.18. A bornological vector space over k is said to be separated if its only
bounded linear subspace is the trivial subspace t0u.
Definition 2.19. A bornological vector space E over k is said to be complete if there is a
small filtered category I, a functor I Ñ Bank and an isomorphism
E – limÑ
iPI
Ei
for a filtered colimit of Banach spaces over k for which the system morphisms are all injective
and the colimit is calculated in the category Bornk.
Let CBornk be the full subcategory of Bornk consisting of complete bornological spaces.
Collecting together several facts from the theory of bornological vector spaces. See Section3.3
of [4] for a more detailed account.
Lemma 2.20. CBornk has all limits and colimits and the inclusion functor CBornk Ñ Bornk
commutes with projective limits. Both Bornk and CBornk are closed symmetric monoidal
elementary quasi-abelian categories with enough projectives.
The monoidal structure of Bornk is denoted by bpi,k and is called the projective tensor
product and the one of CBornk is pbpi,k (often written just as pbk) and it is called the completed
projective tensor product. We conclude by noticing that the fact that CBornk has enough
projectives implies that we can always derive right exact functors from CBornk to a quasi-
abelian category, as happens in the theory of abelian categories.
2.3. Tensor product of unbounded complexes. In this section we extend to the quasi-
abelian settings some results of [9] on the derived functor of the tensor product for abelian
categories. We see how the derived functor p´qbLp´q : Dď0pCq ˆ Dď0pCq Ñ Dď0pCq (dis-
cussed extensively in [4]) extends to a functor p´qbLp´q : DpCq ˆ DpCq Ñ DpCq. Since
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we are not looking for the utmost generality of the result we suppose in this section that
C is an elementary quasi-abelian closed symmetric monoidal category, although it would be
sufficient to suppose only that C has exact direct sums and enough projectives instead of
supposing it to be elementary.
Recall that the hypothesis of C being elementary implies that C has enough projectives,
cf. Proposition 2.1.15 (c) of [36].
Lemma 2.21. Let X P DpCq, then the morphism
limÑ
nPN
τďnpXq Ñ ho limÑ
nPN
τďnpXq
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We can apply the dual statement of Remark 2.3 of [9] because by Proposition
2.1.15 (a) of [36], LHpCq satisfies the axiom AB4˚. l
Lemma 2.22. Every object in DpCq is strictly quasi-isomorphic to a complex of projective
objects.
Proof. Let X P DpCq. Consider the truncated complex τďnpXq (recall that we are using
the left t-structure of DpCq). There is a canonical map τďnpXq Ñ X. Since C has enough
projectives we can always find strict quasi-isomorphisms Pďn Ñ τďnpXq, where Pďn is a
complex of projectives which is zero in degree ą n. The diagram
Pďn Pďn`1
τďnpXq τďn`1pXq
defines a morphism Pďn Ñ Pďn`1 in DpCq, because Pďn`1 Ñ τďn`1pX‚q is a strict quasi-
isomorphism and this morphism can be realized as a morphism of complexes because Pďn
and Pďn`1 are made of projectives. So, there is a sequence of morphisms
limÑ
nPN
τďnpXq Ñ ho limÑ
nPN
τďnpXq Ñ ho limÑ
nPN
τďnpPďnq
where limÑ
nPN
τďnpXq – X and the last map is an isomorphism because is a homotopy colimit
of strict quasi-isomorphisms. The first map is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.21. Therefore,
X – ho limÑ
nPN
τďnpPďnq which by construction is a complex of projectives. l
Definition 2.23. Let T be a triangulated category with direct sums. We say that subcate-
gory of T is localizing if it is closed under direct sums.
We use the following notation: KpCq the homotopy category of C and KpPq the smallest
localizing subcategory of KpCq containing the complexes made of projectives.
11
Remark 2.24. Notice that if C is elementary, then both KpCq and DpCq have all the direct
sums. Indeed, the claim on KpCq is trivial and for the one on DpCq, using Proposition 2.1.12
one deduce that C is derived equivalent to an elementary abelian category and therefore
DpCq has all direct sums as consequence of Corollary 1.7 of [9].
Lemma 2.25. The composition functor
KpPqãÑKpCq Ñ DpCq
is an equivalence.
Proof. Since KpPq is thick subcategory of KpCq, we can use the dual statements of
Lemmata 2.8-11 of [9] to deduce that KpPq is a localizing subcategory of KpCq. Using
Lemma 2.22 we see that all objects of DpCq are isomorphic to objects of KpPq. l
Theorem 2.26. The tensor product can be derived to a functor
p´qbLp´q : DpCq ˆDpCq Ñ DpCq.
The restriction to Dď0pCqˆDď0pCq agrees with the derived tensor product based on projective
resolutions.
Proof. The tensor product p´qbp´q extends to a functor KpCq ˆ KpCq Ñ KpCq. By
Lemma 2.25, under our hypothesis, DpCq is equivalent to a subcategory of KpCq. Therefore,
we can define p´qbLp´q as the restriction to KpPq of the extension of p´qbp´q to KpCq. l
3. Some results in functional analysis
This section is devoted to prove results in the theory of bornological vector spaces needed
in the rest of the paper.
3.1. Proper bornological vector spaces.
Definition 3.1. Let E be a bornological k-vector space and txnu a sequence of elements
of E. We say that txnunPN converges (bornologically) to 0 if there exists a bounded subset
B Ă E such that for every λ P kˆ there exists an n “ npλq for which
xm P λB, @m ą n.
We say that txnunPN converges (bornologically) to a P E if txn ´ aunPN converges (bornolog-
ically) to zero.
The idea of this definition is due to Mackey and it is sometimes called Mackey convergence.
Definition 3.2. Let E be a bornological vector space over k.
‚ a sequence txnunPN Ă E is called Cauchy-Mackey if the double sequence txn ´
xmun,mPN converges to zero;
‚ a subset U Ă E is called (bornologically) closed if every sequence of elements of U
which is bornologically convergent in X converges bornologically to an element of U .
Definition 3.3. A bornological vector space is called semi-complete if every Cauchy-Mackey
sequence is convergent.
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The notion of semi-completeness is not as useful as the notion of completeness in the
theory of topological vector spaces. We remark that any complete bornological vector space
is semi-complete, but the converse is false.
Remark 3.4. The notion of bornological convergence on a bornological vector space of
convex type E “ limÑ
BPDE
EB, where DE denotes the family of bounded disks of E, can be
restated in the following way: txnunPN is convergent to zero in the sense of Mackey if and
only if there exists a B P DE and N P N such that for all n ą N , xn P EB and xn Ñ 0 in
EB (equipped with the semi-norm induced by B).
Remark 3.5. The notion of bornologically closed subset induces a topology on E, but this
topology is neither a linear topology nor group topology in general. However, an arbitrary
intersection of bornological closed subsets of a bornological vector space is bornologically
closed.
From Remark 3.5 follows that the following definition is well posed.
Definition 3.6. Let U Ă E be a subset of a bornological vector space. The (bornological)
closure of U is the smallest bornologically closed subset of E in which U is contained. We
denote the closure of U by U .
Definition 3.7. Let E be a bornological vector space over k. We will say that a subset
U Ă E is bornologically dense if the bornological closure of U is equal to E.
Proposition 3.8. Let f : E Ñ F be a morphism in CBornk, then
‚ f is a monomorphism if and only if it is injective
‚ f is an epimorphism if and only if fpEq is bornologically dense in F
‚ f is a strict epimorphism if and only if it is surjective and F is endowed with the
quotient bornology;
‚ f is a strict monomorphism if and only if it is injective, the bornology on E agrees
with the induced bornology from F and fpEq is a bornologically closed subspace of F .
Proof. See Proposition 5.6 (a) of [30]. l
Definition 3.9. A bornological vector space is called proper if its bornology has a basis of
bornologically closed subsets.
Remark 3.10. (1) All bornological vector spaces considered in [2] and [4] are proper.
(2) Let E be a separated bornological vector space (i.e. t0u is a closed subset of E),
then the morphism E Ñ pE is injective (cf. Proposition 17 page 113 of [18]). Indeed,
in this case, in E – limÑ
BPDE
EB then
pE “ {limÑ
BPDE
EB – limÑ
BPDE
xEB.
The main drawback, for our scope, of proper bornological vector spaces is that although
they form a closed symmetric monoidal category, this category is not quasi-abelian. We will
also need the following property of proper bornological vector spaces.
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Proposition 3.11. Any projective limit of proper objects in Bornk is proper.
Proof. [18], Proposition 12, page 113. l
Lemma 3.12. Any subspace of proper bornological vector space, endowed with the induced
bornology, is proper.
Proof. Let E be a proper bornological vector space and let tBiuiPI be a basis for its
bornology made of bornologically closed bounded subsets. Given a subspace F Ă E, the
family tBi XF uiPI is a basis for the bornology that E induces on F . Consider a sequence of
elements txnunPN Ă BiXF converging bornologically to x P F then, since the inclusion map
F Ñ E is bounded, it preserves bornological limits. Therefore, txnunPN converges to x also
as a sequence of elements of E and since Bi is closed x P Bi. It follows that x P F XBi and
therefore the claim. l
We have to warn the reader that the closure of a subset X Ă E of a bornological vector
space is rarely equal to the limit points of convergent sequences of elements of X. So, we
introduce the following notation.
Definition 3.13. Let E be a bornological vector space and X Ă E, then Xp1q denotes the
elements of E that are bornological limits for sequences of elements of X.
Thus, we have the (in general strict) inclusion Xp1q Ă X. We now show that this inclusion
is an equality for an important special case: linear subspaces of complete, proper bornological
spaces. We need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 3.14. Let F Ă E be a linear subspace of a complete bornological vector space over
k. Then, F is (bornologically) closed if and only if F is complete.
Proof. This is a classical result in the theory of bornological vector spaces. For the
convenience of the reader we reproduce here the proof that can be found in [19], chapter
3, Proposition 3.2.1. Moreover our proof deals also with the non-Archimedean case of the
lemma not covered in [19].
Suppose that F Ă E is a complete subspace. Let txnunPN be a sequence of elements of F
that converges bornologically to x P E. By Remark 3.4 there exists a bounded disk B Ă E
such that xn Ñ x in EB. Since B X F is a bounded disk in F and F is complete can find
a disk B1 Ă F such that B Ă B1 and FB1 is Banach. This shows that txnunPN is a Cauchy
sequence in FB1 , because the map FB Ñ FB1 is by construction bounded. Hence, the limit
of txnunPN is an elements of F , which is hence closed.
For the converse, suppose that F Ă E is a closed subspace. Let DcE denotes the family of
completant bounded disks of E, i.e. bounded disks B for which EB is Banach. It is enough
to show that for any B P DcE the bounded disk B X F of F is completant. So, let txnunPN
be a Cauchy sequence in FBXF . This implies that txnunPN is a Cauchy sequence in EB and
therefore it must converge to a point of EB. But FBXF is a closed subspace of EB, since it
is the intersection of EB Ă E with a closed subspace of E, hence the limit of txnunPN is in
FBXF . This proves that FBXF is a k-Banach space and concludes the proof. l
Proposition 3.15. Let F Ă E be a subspace of a complete, proper bornological vector space
over k, then F p1q “ F , where F p1q is as in Definition 3.13.
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Proof. Let E “ limÑ
iPI
Ei be a presentation of E as a direct limit of Banach spaces over k as
in Definition 2.19. The bornology on F induced by the inclusion F Ă E can be described by
F – limÑ
iPI
pF X Eiq,
where each F XEi is endowed by the norm induced by Ei. By Lemma 3.12 F endowed with
this bornology is a proper bornological vector space which is easily seen to be separated.
By Remark 3.10 (2), the inductive system t{F X EiuiPI obtained by applying the comple-
tion functor of Banach spaces, is monomorphic and hence it defines a complete and proper
bornological vector space pF “ limÑ
iPI
{F X Ei in which F embeds. Since pF is the completion of
F and the inclusion F Ñ E must factor through a map
φ : pF Ñ E.
Moroever, φ is a strict monomorphism, because for each i P I the maps
F X Ei Ñ {F X Ei Ñ Ei
are strict, since all spaces are endowed with the restriction of the same norm, by construction.pF is a closed linear subspace of E because it is complete and hence we can apply Lemma
3.14. This implies that F Ă impφq – pF . Finally, let x P impφq then x “ φpyq for some
y P {F X Ei and for some i P I. So, there exists a sequence of elements txnunPN Ă F X Ei
which converges in norm to x, which shows that pF – impφq Ă F p1q Ă F . l
We remark that in Proposition 3.15 the hypothesis that F Ă E is a (linear) subspace is
crucial. It is possible to construct subsets S Ă E for which Sp1q Ă S strictly even when E is
a proper object of CBornk (see [20] Theorem 1, SectionII.7).
Remark 3.16. Proposition 3.15 in the case k “ C was proven in [25], cf. Proposition 4.14.
The arguments of [25] are similar to ours, but the terminology and the context are very
different.
3.2. Relations between bornological and topological vector spaces. We recall the
definitions of two functors from [18], p´qt : Bornk Ñ Tck and p´qb : Tck Ñ Bornk, where
Tck is the category of locally convex topological vector spaces over k. To a bornological
vector space E we associate the topological vector space Et in the following way: we equip
the underlying vector space of E with a topology for which a basis of 0-neighborhoods is
given by bornivorous subsets, i.e. subsets that absorb all bounded subsets of E. If E is a
locally convex space, Eb is defined to be the bornological vector space obtained by equipping
the underlying vector space of E with the von Neumann (also called canonical) bornology,
whose bounded subsets are the subsets of E absorbed by all 0-neighborhoods. In chapter 1
of [18] one can find details of these constructions and their properties of which the main one
is that
(3.1) p´qt : Bornk Ô Tck : p´qb
is an adjoint pair of functors.
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Lemma 3.17. It is shown in [18] (cf. Chapter 2, §2 n˝ 6) that there are full sub-categories
of Bornk and Tck for which these functors give an equivalence of categories.
Definition 3.18. We call the objects of the categories mentioned in Lemma 3.17 normal
bornological vector spaces or normal locally convex spaces (depending on the ambient cat-
egory we are thinking them in). We call the corresponding full sub-categories of normal
objects NBornk Ă Bornk and NTck Ă Tck.
For two elements E,F P NTck (or E,F P NBornk) the notion of boundedness and conti-
nuity of a linear map f : E Ñ F is equivalent.
Remark 3.19. Any normal bornological vector space is proper (cf. Definition 3.9). One can
show this fact by first noticing that in any topological vector space the closure of bounded
subset is bounded. Hence, the von Neumann bornology of a locally convex topological vector
space always has a basis made of closed (for the topology) subsets. Moreover, every subset
which is closed for the topology is also bornologically closed for the von Neumann bornology.
For more details on this topic see [18], Chapter 2, §3, n˝ 6 and 7.
Observation 3.20. The functor p´qb : Tck Ñ Bornk commutes with projective limits and
p´qt : Bornk Ñ Tck commutes with inductive limits.
Observation 3.21. Let E be a bornological vector space over k. It follows that a subset U Ă
E is bornologically dense then U Ă Et is topologically dense. Indeed, all bornologically closed
subsets for the von Neumann bornology of Et must be bornologically closed for the bornology
of E and, as said in Remark 3.19, all topologically closed subsets of Et are bornologically
closed for the von Neumann bornology. Therefore, the closure of U in Et contains the closure
of U in E.
Example 3.22. ‚ All semi-normed spaces over k are in an obvious way normal objects
in Bornk and Tck.
‚ All metrizable locally convex vector spaces and metrizable bornological vector spaces
of convex type are normal. See the beginning of page 109 of [18] or Proposition 3 at
page 50 of [19].
‚ The underlying object in CBornk of a k-dagger affinoid algebra is a normal bornolog-
ical vector space (see [2], Chapter 3).
We introduce some classes of normal spaces that will be used throughout the paper.
Definition 3.23. A Fre´chet space over k is a complete, metric, locally convex topological
vector space over k. A bornological Fre´chet space over k is a bornological vector space
E P CBornk such that E – F b for a Fre´chet space F P Tck.
Definition 3.24. A LB space (respectively LF space) over k is a locally convex topological
vector space over E such that
(3.2) E – limÑ
nPN
En
where En is a Banach space (respectively a Fre´chet space) and the system maps are injective.
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All LB spaces are normal locally convex spaces but the functor p´qb may not commute
with the colimit (3.2).
Definition 3.25. An LB space or an LF space over k is said to be regular if
Eb – limÑ
nPN
Ebn.
Definition 3.26. We say that E P Bornk is a bornological LB space if E – F b where F P Tck
is a regular LB space.
The following criterion will be very important in following sections.
Proposition 3.27. Consider a projective system tEiuiPI of objects of NBornk. The following
conditions are equivalent
(1) limÐ
iPI
pEti q is normal in Tck;
(2) limÐ
iPI
pEti q – plimÐ
iPI
Eiqt.
Proof. If limÐ
iPI
pEti q is normal, then by Observation 3.20
limÐ
iPI
pEti q – pplimÐ
iPI
Eti qbqt – plimÐ
iPI
pEtbi qqt – plimÐ
iPI
Eiqt.
On the other hand, the same calculations also shows that if limÐ
iPI
pEti q – plimÐ
iPI
Eiqt
pplimÐ
iPI
Eti qbqt – plimÐ
iPI
pEtbi qqt – plimÐ
iPI
Eiqt – limÐ
iPI
pEti q.
Therefore, limÐ
iPI
pEti q is normal. l
Finally, in next section we will use the following class of bornological vector spaces.
Definition 3.28. A bornological vector space is said to be regular if it has a basis for its
bornology made of subsets which are closed subsets with respect to the topology of Et.
Remark 3.29. The condition of Definition 3.28 is strictly stronger than the condition of
properness of Definition 3.9, where the requirement is that E has a basis of bornologically
closed subsets.
3.3. Nuclear bornological spaces and flatness. The functor CBornk Ñ CBornk, given by
E ÞÑ Epbpi,kF where F is a complete bornological vector space, is right exact (even strongly
right exact) but not left exact, in general. In order to have a sufficient condition to ensure
the exactness of such functors, we use the notion of nuclear operator. This notions was
introduced by Grothendieck in the context of locally convex spaces over Archimedean base
fields. We will also need to introduce the injective tensor product over maximally complete
fields (non-Archimedean or not).
Definition 3.30. Conside a morphism f : E Ñ F in Bank. The morphism f is called
nuclear if there exist two sequences tαnu Ă HompE, kq and tfnu Ă F where
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‚ 8ř
n“0
}αn}}fn} ă 8 if k is Archimedean;
‚ }αn}}fn} Ñ 0, for nÑ 8 if k is non-Archimedean;
such that
fpxq “
8ÿ
n“0
αnpxqfn
for all x P E.
Remark 3.31. A morphism f is nuclear in the sense of Definition 3.30 if and only if f is in
the image of the canonical morphism
Hompk,E_pbkF q Ñ Hompk,HompE,F qq – HompE,F q,
where E_ “ HompE, kq. This definition makes sense in any closed, symmetric monoidal
category. In this abstract context, the pre-composition of a nuclear morphism with any
morphism is a nuclear morphism. Similarly, the post-composition of a nuclear morphism
with any morphism is nuclear (see Proposition 2.1 of [22] for a proof of these facts).
Definition 3.32. Let V be a locally convex k-vector space. A subset B Ă V is called
compactoid if for any neighborhood of the origin U there is a finite subset F Ă V such that
B Ă U ` ΓpF q,
where Γ denotes the absolute convex hull of F .
Recall that a subset B Ă V of a locally convex k-vector space is called pre-compact if for
any neighborhood of the origin U
B Ă U ` F
for a finite set F Ă V .
Proposition 3.33. Let V be a locally convex k-vector space. If k is locally compact then a
subset B Ă V is compactoid if and only if it is pre-compact.
Proof. Let B Ă V be a compactoid subset and U Ă V be an absolutely convex neigh-
borhood of zero. Then, there is a finite set F “ tx1, . . . , xnu Ă V such that B Ă U ` ΓpF q.
The map kn Ñ E given by pλ1, . . . , λnq ÞÑ
nř
i“1
λixi is continuous and it maps the compact set
pk˝qn onto ΓpF q. Therefore, ΓpF q is compact. This means that there is a finite set F 1 Ă V
such that ΓpF q Ă U ` F 1, so
B Ă U ` U ` F 1.
If k is non-Archimedean we can conclude that
B Ă U ` F 1
proving that B is pre-compact. If k is Archimedean, we can notice that the same reasoning
can be done with U
2
in place of U , so that
B Ă U
2
` U
2
` F 1 Ă U ` F 1
proving that B is pre-compact also in this case.
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The converse statement, that every pre-compact subset is compactoid, is obvious. l
Thanks to Proposition 3.33, a compactoid subset in the case when k is Archimedean is
simply pre-compact subset. The notion of compactoid is necessary when the base field is not
locally compact, because in this case the definition of pre-compact subset is not useful.
Definition 3.34. The family of compactoid subsets of a locally convex topological vector
space V over k forms a bornology, which is denoted by CptpV q.
Compactoid subsets are always bounded subsets in the sense of von Neumann, but the
converse is often false. For example, one can show that if on a Banach space every bounded
subset is compactoid, then the Banach space must be finite dimensional.
Definition 3.35. Consider a morphism f : E Ñ F in Bank. The morphism f is called
compactoid if the image of the unit ball of E is a compactoid (in the sense of Definition 3.32)
subset of F .
Remark 3.36. A morphism f : E Ñ F in Bank is compactoid if and only it is a bounded
morphism when considered as a map of bornological spaces f : Eb Ñ CptpF q.
Notice that what we called a compactoid map in literature is just called a compact map,
in the case in which k is Archimedean. If k is Archimedean a nuclear morphism is compact
but there exist compact morphisms which are not nuclear. However, the non-Archimedean
case is simpler.
Proposition 3.37. Let k be non-Archimedean and f : E Ñ F a bounded morphism in Bank.
Then f is nuclear if and only if it is compactoid.
Proof. In classical terminology what we called nuclear maps over a non-Archimedean field
are called completely continuous maps. With this terminology, the proposition is proved as
Proposition 2 in page 92 of [15]. l
Definition 3.38. An object of CBornk is said to be nuclear if there exists an isomorphism
E – limÑ
iPI
Ei
as in Definition 2.19 where for any i ă j in I the map Ei Ñ Ej is a nuclear monomorphism of
k-Banach spaces. Therefore, by definition, nuclear bornological spaces are always complete
bornological spaces.
We now limit the discussion to the case where k is maximally complete. This restriction
will be removed later.
Definition 3.39. Let k be a maximally complete valuation field. Let E,F be objects of
Bank and let with E
_ “ HomBankpE, kq and F_ “ HomBankpF, kq. Then, the (completed)
injective tensor product is defined to be the completion of the algebraic tensor product EbkF
equipped with the semi-norm
}
ÿ
ei b fi},k “ sup
αPpE_q˝,βPpF_q˝
|
ÿ
αpeiqβpfiq|
where pE_q˝ and pF_q˝ denote the unit balls. We denote the injective tensor product by
E b,k F ad the completed one by Epb,kF .
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The following is Theorem 1 of page 212 of [18].
Lemma 3.40. Let k be a non-Archimedean, maximally complete valuation field. Then, for
any E,F P Bank, the natural morphism in Bank
E bpi,k F Ñ E b,k F
is an isomorphism.
Definition 3.41. Let k be a maximally complete valuation field and let E,F be two objects
of CBornk. We define the injective tensor product of E and F as the colimit in CBornk of an
the monomorphic inductive system:
(3.3) E b,k F “ limÑ
BEPDE ,BF PDF
EBE b,k FBF ,
where DE and DF are the family of bounded disks of E and F respectively. The completed
injective tensor product of E and F is defined
Epb,kF “ {E b,k F .
Remark 3.42. The inductive system (3.3) is monomorphic because p´qb,k p´q is a strongly
left exact functor, cf. Corollary 2 page 210 of [18].
Definition 3.41 differs from the one given in [18] chapter 4, §2, but is equivalent to it for
thanks to the following lemma.
Lemma 3.43. Let k be a maximally complete valuation field. Let tEiuiPI and tFjujPJ be
two filtered inductive systems of complete bornological vector spaces such that all Ei and Fi
are separated and regular (in the sense of Definition 3.28) and all system morphisms are
injective. Then, in CBornk we have that
E b,k F – limÑ
pi,jqPIˆJ
pEi b,k Fiq – plimÑ
iPI
Eiq b,k plimÑ
jPJ
Fjq,
where on the right hand side the injective tensor product is the one considered in [18].
Proof. See [18] Proposition 4, page 210. l
Remark 3.44. The injective tensor product does not commute with filtered inductive limits
in general.
Since all Banach spaces are obviously regular and complete bornological vector spaces are
essentially monomorphic objects in IndpBankq, Lemma 3.43 readily implies that our definition
of injective tensor product agrees with the definition of [18] page 208, for proper complete
bornological vector spaces.
Proposition 3.45. Let k be a maximally complete valuation field. Let E and F be objects of
CBornk. In the Archimedean case we assume that F is nuclear. Then, the natural morphism
Epbpi,kF ÝÑ Epb,kF
in CBornk is an isomorphism.
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Proof. We start with the case in which k is non-Archimedean. Write E “ limÑ
iPI
Ei and
F “ limÑ
jPJ
Fj as in Definition 2.19. The isomorphisms Ei bpi,k Fj Ñ Ei b,k Fj from Lemma
3.40 gives an isomorphism of systems
limÑ
pi,jqPIˆJ
pEi bpi,k Fjq Ñ limÑ
pi,jqPIˆJ
pEi b,k Fjq.
The projective tensor product commutes with all colimits and by Lemma 3.43 also the injec-
tive tensor product commutes with colimit we are calculating. Hence, we get an isomorphism
plimÑ
iPI
Eiq bpi,k plimÑ
jPJ
Fjq Ñ plimÑ
iPI
Eiq b,k plimÑ
jPJ
Fjq
and the functoriality of the completion yields the claimed isomorphism.
We now consider the case in which k is Archimedean. First recall the following fact: let
f : E1 Ñ E2 be a nuclear morphism of Banach spaces and V another Banach space, then
the linear map of vector spaces
f bk idV : E1 b,k V Ñ E2 bpi,k V
is bounded. This is precisely the content of Proposition 2.4, page I-15 of [13], where the
complex case is discussed, but the same arguments work also over R. Then, consider F “
limÑ
jPJ
Fj and E “ limÑ
iPI
Ei presentations of F and E as in Definition 2.19 and as in Definition
3.38 respectively. For any pi1, j1q ă pi2, j2q the morphisms
αi1,j1 : Ei1 b,k Fj1 Ñ Ei2 b,k Fj1 Ñ Ei2 bpi,k Fj2
are bounded morphisms of Banach spaces because of the mentioned Proposition 2.4 of [13].
By Lemma 3.43 we have that the map
E b,k F – plimÑ
iPI
Eiq b,k plimÑ
jPJ
Fjq – limÑ
pi,jqPIˆJ
pEi b,k Fjq αÑ
limÑ
pi,jqPIˆJ
pEi bpi,k Fjq – plimÑ
iPI
Eiq bpi,k plimÑ
jPJ
Fjq – E bpi,k F
obtained by the morphisms αi1,j1 is a bounded map, and is easy to check that the composition
of α with the canonical map
E bpi,k F Ñ E b,k F
is the identity on both sides. We conlcude the proof using again the functorialiy of the
completion of bornological vector spaces. l
Lemma 3.46. Let k be a maximally complete field and F P CBornk. The functor p´qb,k F
is strongly left exact.
Proof. See [18] Corollary 2, page 210. l
Lemma 3.47. The completion functor yp´q : Nrmk Ñ Bank is exact.
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Proof. Proposition 4.1.13 of [31] shows that the completion functor is exact for locally
convex spaces. Since the functor yp´q : Nrmk Ñ Bank precisely agrees with the completion
as locally convex spaces, we can use that proposition to deduce our lemma. Notice that
[31] deals only with Archimedean base fields but the same reasoning works also for non-
Archimedean base fields since only the uniform structures of the spaces are considered. l
Remark 3.48. yp´q : Nrmk Ñ Bank is not strongly left exact and does not preserve monomor-
phisms.
Lemma 3.49. If k is non-Archimedean, then any object in the category of non-Archimedean
Banach spaces over k is flat.
Proof. If k is maximally complete, then the claim follows from the combination of Lemma
3.46, Lemma 3.40 and Lemma 3.47 .
If k is not maximally complete we can choose a maximal completion K{k. For every
E P Bank the canonical map ιE : E Ñ E bk K is a strict monomorphism (even an isometry
onto its image, cf. Lemma 3.1 of [29] applied with A “ k,B “ K and C “ E). Consider a
strict exact sequence
(3.4) 0 Ñ ker f Ñ E fÑ F
in Bank. We can always suppose that ker f is equipped with the restriction of the norm of
E, in which case ker f Ñ E is an isometric embedding. Applying again Lemma 3.1 of [29],
we obtain a diagram
0 ker f E F
0 ker f bk K E bk K F bk K
f
where all vertical maps are isometric embeddings. The bottom row is exact algebraically. It
is also strictly exact, because we can apply Lemma 3.1 of [29] to the isometric embedding
ker f Ñ E (precisely using A “ ker f,B “ E and C “ K this time) to deduce that
ker f bkK Ñ EbkK is an isometric embedding. Then, consider and a G P Bank. Tensoring
(3.4) with G we obtain a diagram
0 ker f bk G E bk G F bk G
0 pker f bk Gq bk K pE bk Gq bk K pF bk Gq bk K
f
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where the top row is algebraically exact. We need only to check that ker f bk GÑ E bk G
is a strict monomorphism. Using the isomorphisms
pE bk Gq bk K – pE bk Kq bK pGbk Kq,
pF bk Gq bk K – pF bk Kq bK pGbk Kq
pker f bk Gq bk K – pker f bk Kq bK pGbk Kq
last diagram becomes
0 ker f bk G E bk G F bk G
0 pker f bk Kq bK pGbk Kq pE bk Kq bK pGbk Kq pF bk Kq bK pGbk Kq
f
where the bottom row is strictly exact because K is maximally complete. Hence, in the
diagram
ker f bk G E bk G
pker f bk Kq bK pGbk Kq pE bk Kq bK pGbk Kq
all maps are known to be strict monomorphism but the top horizontal, which is therefore a
strict monomorphism too. This shows that the functor p´q bpi,k p´q is strongly exact, and
applying Lemma 3.47 we deduce that p´qpbpi,kp´q is exact. l
We now look at flatness in the closed symmetric monoidal category CBornk.
Theorem 3.50. Let F be complete bornological vector spaces over k. If k is non-Archimedean
then F is flat with respect the category pCBornk, pbk, kq. If k is Archimedean then the same
conclusion holds provided that F is nuclear.
Proof. When k is Archimedean, it is of course maximally complete. So, the theorem
follows immediately from combining Lemma 3.46 and Proposition 3.45.
Suppose now that k is a non-Archimedean complete valuation field and fix a representation
F “ limÑ
jPJ
Fj as a monomorphism filtered inductive system of Banach spaces. Unravelling the
definitions, the functor p´qpbpi,kF can be written as
p´qpbpi,kF “ {p´q bpi,k F “ {limÑ
jPJ
p´q bpi,k Fj “ limÑ
jPJ
{p´q bpi,k Fj
where last colimit is calculated in CBornk, meaning that it is the separated colimit of
bornological vector spaces. Since CBornk is an elementary quasi-abelian category, the fil-
tered colimits are exact. Therefore, applying Lemma 3.49 and Lemma 3.47 we see that the
functor p´qpbpi,kF can be written as a composition of exact functors. l
We conclude this section with some results about nuclearity needed in subsequent sections.
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Proposition 3.51. Any countable projective limit in CBornk of nuclear objects is nuclear
(and therefore by Theorem 3.50 flat).
Proof. The proposition is proved in [21] Theorem 4.1.1, page 200, for the case in which k
is an Archimedean base field. So, we check the claim only for non-Archimedean base fields.
First we show that a closed subspace of a nuclear bornological space is nuclear. Let
E Ă F be a closed subspace of a nuclear space and let F – limÑ
iPI
Fi as in Definition 3.38. As
bornological vector spaces, there is an isomorphism
E – limÑ
iPI
pE X Fiq
and EXFi are k-Banach spaces. It is enough to check that the morphisms EXFi Ñ EXFj
are nuclear for each i ă j. Thanks to Proposition 3.37 this is equivalent to check that the
maps E X Fi Ñ E X Fj are compactoid. This follows from [27], Theorem 8.1.3 (ii) and (iii).
Now, we check that countable products of nuclear bornological spaces are nuclear. Thus,
suppose that tEnunPN is a family of nuclear bornological spaces and put E “ ś
nPN
En. Fix for
any n a completant bounded disk Bn Ă En such that there exists a completant bounded disk
An Ă En for which Bn Ă An and the inclusion EBn Ñ EAn is a nuclear map (or equivalently
compactoid, cf. Proposition 3.37). Let B “ ś
nPN
Bn and A “ ś
nPN
An. It is clear that by
varying Bn over a final family of bounded completant disks of En, for each n, the family of
disks B Ă E and A Ă E obtained in this way form a final family of bounded disks for the
bornology of E. By construction the map EB Ñ EA is bounded, where EA is the subspace
of
ś
nPN
EAn consisting of bounded sequences equipped with the supremum norm, and EB is
the analogous subspace of
ś
nPN
EBn . We need to check that EB Ñ EA sends the unit ball of
EB to a compactoid subset of EA. Fix a α P |kˆ| such that α ă 1. By rescaling the norms of
EBn and EAn we can assume that Bn is contained in the ball of radius α
n of EAn . Since Bn
is compactoid in EAn , by Theorem 3.8.25 of [27] there exists a zero sequence txpnqi uiPN such
that Bn Ă Γptxpnqi uiPNq, where Γ denotes the absolutely convex hull. Then, we can consider
the sequence
xpnq “ tpxpnqi quiPN Ă EA.
Since by hypothesis, for each i we have that
lim
nÑ8 |x
pnq
i |EAn “ 0
then the sequence xpnq is a zero sequence of EA whose absolutely convex hull is B. So
applying Theorem 3.8.24 of [27] we can deduce that B is compactoid in EA. l
Proposition 3.52. Any small inductive limit in CBornk of nuclear objects is nuclear.
Proof. It is an easy consequence of Definition 3.38 that any monomorphic filtered in-
ductive limit of bornological nuclear spaces is a nuclear bornological space. Then, by the
description of coproducts in CBornk of Lemma 2.7 of [4] (which agree with coproducts in
IndpBankq) and applying Proposition 3.51 to finite coproducts, we obtain that coproducts of
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bornological nuclear spaces are nuclear bornological spaces. Therefore, it remains only to
check that quotients of nuclear spaces are nuclear.
The Archimedean case of the proposition is proved in Theorem 4.1.1, page 200 of [21].
So, let k be non-Archimedean, F a nuclear bornological space over k and E Ă F a closed
subspace. Fixing an isomorphism F – limÑ
iPI
Fi as in Definition 3.38, we can write
F
E
– limÑ
iPI
Fi
Fi X E .
Thanks to Proposition 3.37 it is enough to prove that the system morphisms φi,j :
Fi
FiXE Ñ
Fj
FjXE for any i ď j are compactoid maps. By hypothesis Fi Ñ Fj is a compatoid map and
since the image of compactoid subsets by bounded maps are compactoid subsets, then also
Fi Ñ FjFjXE is a compactoid map. By Theorem 8.1.3 (xi) of [27] this is equivalent to say that
φi,j is a compactoid map. l
We recall that a dagger affinoid algebra is a bornological algebra which is isomorphic to a
quotient of the algebra Wnk pρq of over-convergent analytic functions on the polycylinder of
polyradius ρ. The isomorphism
Wnk pρq – limÑ
rąρ
T nk prq
where T nk prq are the k-Banach algebras of strictly convergent power-series on the polycylinder
of polyradius ρ, endow Wnk pρq with a bornology and dagger affinoid algebras are endowed
with the quotient bornology. We refer to Section4 of [4] of chapter 3 of [2] for more details.
Proposition 3.53. The underlying bornological vector spaces of dagger affinoid algebras are
nuclear.
Proof. Since by Proposition 3.52 quotients of bornological nuclear spaces are nuclear,
it is enough to check that Wnk pρq is nuclear. We first look at the case in which k is non-
Archimedean. It is easy to check the canonical restriction maps T nk pρq Ñ T nk pρ1q, for ρ1 ă ρ
are compactoid maps, which proves the claim. For details the reader can see Theorem 11.4.2
and Remark 11.4.3 of [27] where there A:pρq is what in our notation is Wnk pρq.
If k is Archimedean one can write Wnk pρq as the direct limit of the filtered system of
Fre´chet spaces of holomorphic functions on open polydisks of polyradius bigger than ρ, see
Section3.3 of [2] for a detailed proof of this fact. Thanks to a celebrated theorem of Montel
these Fre´chet spaces are nuclear Fre´chet spaces (see for example Proposition 4 on page 26 of
[13] for a proof of this fact) and by Lemma 3.60 this is equivalent to say that these spaces are
nuclear as bornological spaces. So, since by Lemma 3.52 direct limits of nuclear bornological
spaces are nuclear we deduce that Wnk pρq is nuclear. l
3.4. A relative flatness lemma. In last section we proved that if F is a nuclear bornolog-
ical vector space then the functor p´qpbkF is exact. Now we want to find conditions on
p´qpbkF to preserve a different kind of projective limit: The cofiltered ones. The notion of
projective tensor product was introduced by Grothendieck, in the category of locally convex
spaces, in order to find a topological tensor product which commutes with projective limits.
This is the origin of the name projective tensor product. But the bornological projective
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tensor product does not commute with projective limits, in general. So, we need to find some
sufficient conditions to ensure this commutation for the projective limits we will study in
Section5. This study involves comparing the bornological and topological projective tensor
products. Thus, we start by recalling the notion of topological projective tensor product.
Definition 3.54. Given E,F P Tck one defines E bpi,k F P Tck as the algebraic tensor
product equipped with the locally convex topology whose base of neighborhoods of zero is
given by the family of absolutely convex hulls of subsets of E bk F of the form
U b V “ txb y | x P U, y P V u
where U and V vary over the family of neighborhoods of E and F respectively. The complete
projective tensor product is defined as the separated completion of the space E bpi,k F . The
space obtained in this way is denoted Epbpi,kF .
Definition 3.55. E P Tck is said to be nuclear if E – limÐ
iPI
Ei for a cofiltered epimorphic
projective system of semi-normed spaces tEiuiPI such that, for each i ă j in I, the mapspEj Ñ pEi of Banach spaces induced on the separated completions are nuclear maps.
Definition 3.56. Given E,F P Tck one defines the injective tensor product E b,k F P Tck
as the algebraic tensor product equipped with the semi-norms t} ¨ }pibqjui,jPIˆJ , where for
each i, j P I ˆ J the semi-norm } ¨ }pibqj is defined as in Definition 3.39, where tpiuiPI is a
family of semi-norms that defines the topology of E and tqjujPJ is a family of semi-norms
that defines the topology of F . The separated completion of E b,k F is by definition the
complete injective tensor product and is denoted Epb,kF .
Lemma 3.57. If E P Tck is nuclear then the functors p´qpb,kE and p´qpbpi,kE are naturally
isomorphic.
Proof. For the Archimedean case one can refer to Theorem 1 of page 25 of [13]. For
the non-Archimedean case the result is a direct consequence of Theorem 8.5.1 and Theorem
10.2.7 of [27]. l
Definition 3.58. Given E P NBornk, we say that E is binuclear is E is a nuclear bornological
space and Et is a nuclear topological vector space.
Lemma 3.59. Let E P Tck. Suppose there exists a countable monomorphic compactoid
inductive system of Banach spaces tEnu be such that E – limÑ
nPN
En (in particular E is a
normal space, cf. Definition 3.18). Then, E is nuclear as locally convex space and Eb is
nuclear as bornological vector space.
Proof. If k is Archimedean, then this lemma is proved in [21] Theorem 7, page 160, since
compactoid inductive limits are complete. Let k be non-Archimedean. Then, by Theorem
11.3.5 (v) of [27] E is a regular LB-space (in the sense of Definition 3.25), hence Eb – limÑ
nPN
En
as bornological vector space, so Eb is nuclear. And by Theorem 11.3.5 (ix) of [27] E is
nuclear as locally convex space. l
For Fre´chet spaces the situation is a bit more complicated.
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Lemma 3.60. If k is Archimedean, then a Fre´chet space E P Tck is nuclear as locally convex
vector space if and only if Eb is nuclear as bornological vector space. For non-Archimedean
base fields, if a Fre´chet space E P Tck is nuclear as locally convex vector space then Eb is
nuclear as bornological space.
Proof. If k is Archimedean then this lemma is proved in [21] Theorem 7 (i) and (ii), page
160. If k is non-Archimedean then the nuclear Fre´chet space E is Montel by Corollary 8.5.3
of [27]. Therefore, by Theorem 8.4.5 (δ) of [27], each bounded subset of E is compactoid,
i.e. there is an isomorphism of bornological vector spaces CptpEq – Eb. Let’s write
Eb – limÑ
BPDE
EB
as in Remark 2.17, where DE is the family of bounded disks of E, and
CptpEq – limÑ
BPCptE
EB
where CptE is the family of compactoid disks of E. The family CptE is characterized as the
family of bounded disks B of E for which there exists another bounded disk B1 such that
B Ă B1 and the canonical map
EB Ñ EB1
is compactoid. This characterization, in combination with the isomorphism
limÑ
BPCptE
EB – limÑ
BPDE
EB
imply that for every bounded disk B of E there exists another bounded disk B1 such that
B Ă B1 and the canonical map
EB Ñ EB1
is compactoid. Since E is complete we can always suppose that B and B1 are Banach disks
(i.e. that EB and EB1 are Banach). This proves that E
b satisfies the conditions of Definition
3.38. l
Remark 3.61. If k is non-Archimedean there exists a Fre´chet space E for which Eb is
nuclear whereas E is not nuclear. This is due to the fact that, for non-Archimedean base
fields, a morphism of Banach spaces is nuclear if and only if it is compactoid. But the
Archimedean analogous of the notion of compactoid map is what is called a compact map
(or operator), in classical functional analysis over R and C . Therefore, a nuclear Fre´chet
space over a non-Archimedean base field, following this terminology, is analogous to what in
Archimedean functional analysis is a called Schwartz-Fre´chet space, (see [38] and the first
chapter of [21] for a detailed account of the properties of Schwartz-Fre´chet spaces). In the
Archimedean case it is known that a Fre´chet space is bornologically Schwartz if and only
if it is Montel (cf. Theorem 8 of page 20 of [21]). Also in the non-Archimedean case a
Fre´chet space is bornologically nuclear if and only if it is Montel (cf. Corollary 8.5.3 of
[27]). One can prove (in both settings) that there exist Fre´chet-Montel spaces which are not
Schwartz. For explicit examples of such spaces, see Counterexamples 9.8.2 (vi) of [27], for k
non-Archimedean, and §4 of [38] for k Archimedean.
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We will be interested in finding conditions for which the functors p´qt and p´qb intertwine
the complete bornological and the complete topological projective tensor products. In general
p´qt and p´qb preserve neither the complete nor the incomplete projective tensor products.
Proposition 3.62. Let E,F P Bornk be bornological Fre´chet spaces one of which is binuclear,
then
pEpbpi,kF qt – Etpbpi,kF t.
If E,F P Tck are Fre´chet spaces one of which is nuclear, then
pEpbpi,kF qb – Ebpbpi,kF b.
Proof. In page 215 of [18] it is proved that for metrizable topological or bornological
spaces
pE b,k F qt – Et b,k F t
and
pE b,k F qb – Eb b,k F b.
Since for metric topological or bornological spaces the bornological and the topological notion
of convergence agree (see the last lines of page 108 of [18] or Proposition 1.17 of [3] for a
detailed proof of this fact) it follows that for metric spaces the notion of bornological and
topological completeness agree (see also Corollary 1.18 of [3]). Therefore, we deduce that
pEpb,kF qt – Etpb,kF t
and
pEpb,kF qb – Ebpb,kF b.
Finally, since one of E or F is binuclear we deduce that the complete injective and projective
tensor products coincide by Lemma 3.57 and Proposition 3.45 (in both categories Tck and
Bornk), obtaining the required isomorphisms. l
We also underline that in Theorem 2.3 of [25] the Archimedean version of Proposition 3.62
is discussed.
Lemma 3.63. Let tEiuiPI be a cofiltered projective system in Tck whose projective limit we
call E and F P Tck. Then
Epbpi,kF “ plimÐ
iPI
Eiqpbpi,kF – limÐ
iPI
pEipbpi,kF q
Proof. Cf. Proposition 9 at page 192 of [18]. l
Corollary 3.64. Let tEiuiPN be a cofiltered projective system of Banach vector spaces such
that limÐ
iPN
Ei is a binuclear Fre´chet bornological vector space and F a Fre´chet bornological vector
space, over k. Then, the canonical map
Epbpi,kF “ plimÐ
iPN
Eiqpbpi,kF Ñ limÐ
iPN
pEipbpi,kF q
is an isomorphism of bornological vector spaces.
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Proof. The claim follows form the chian of isomorphisms
Epbpi,kF 3.22– pEpbpi,kF qtb 3.62– pEtpbpi,kF tqb 3.63– plimÐ
iPN
pEti pbpi,kF tqqb –
3.20– limÐ
iPN
pEti pbpi,kF tqb – limÐ
iPN
pEipbpi,kF q
where last isomorphism is immediate from the definition of projective tensor product (com-
pare Definition 3.54 with Definition 3.57 of [4]). l
Corollary 3.65. Let tEiuiPN be a cofiltered projective system of binuclear Fre´chet bornological
vector spaces and F bornological Fre´chet vector space, over k. Then, the canonical map
Epbpi,kF “ plimÐ
iPN
Eiqpbpi,kF Ñ limÐ
iPN
pEipbpi,kF q
is an isomorphism of bornological vector spaces.
Proof. Notice that Lemma 3.51, together with the well-known fact that a projective limit
of nuclear spaces in Tck is a nuclear space and Proposition 3.27 imply that E is binuclear.
So, also for this corollary we have the chian of isomorphisms
Epbpi,kF 3.22– pEpbpi,kF qtb 3.62– pEtpbpi,kF tqb 3.63– plimÐ
iPN
pEti pbpi,kF tqqb –
3.20– limÐ
iPN
pEti pbpi,kF tqb 3.62– limÐ
iPN
pEipbpi,kF q.
l
3.5. Strict exact sequences in bornological and topological settings. This section
contains some results about how the notions of strictly short exact sequence in Bornk and
Tck are related, which are needed later.
Lemma 3.66. Let f : E Ñ F be a surjective continuous map between Fre´chet spaces.
For any compactoid subset B Ă F , there exists a compactoid subset B1 Ă E such that
fpB1q “ B. In particular, the functor Cpt : Tck Ñ CBornk preserves strict short exact
sequences of Fre´chet spaces.
Proof. When k “ R,C, see [24] Theorem 1.62, and for the non-Archimedean case see
Theorem 3.8.33 [27]. l
Lemma 3.67. Let F be a nuclear Fre´chet space, then the von Neumann and the compactoid
bornology conicides, i.e. the identity map gives an isomorphism F b – CptpF q in CBornk.
Proof. In both cases one can show that nuclear Fre´chet spaces are Montel spaces, and
for Montel spaces the von Neumann bornology and the compactoid bornology agree (by
definition). Possibile references for these results are sections 8.4 and 8.5 of [27] for non-
Archimedean base fields and Theorem 8 of page 20 of [21] for Archimedean base fields. l
Lemma 3.68. Let E be a nuclear Fre´chet space and txnu a sequence of elements of E.
Then, the following are equivalent
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(1) txnu converges topologically to 0;
(2) txnu converges bornologically to 0 for the bornology of Eb;
(3) txnu converges bornologically to 0 for the bornology of CptpEq.
Proof. This result is proven for Archimedean base fields in [25] Corollary 3.8. For the
general case: For the equivalence of (1) and (2) we can refer to [3], Proposition 1.17. Finally,
conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent by Lemma 3.67. l
Remark 3.69. We conjecture that Lemma 3.68 holds for all Fre´chet spaces, without the
nuclearity hypothesis. Indeed the proof given in [25] for Archimedean base fields, does not
use the nuclearity hypothesis but it easily adapts to the non-Archimedean case only when
the base field is locally compact. Notice that the only missing implication for a general
non-Archimedean base field is (3) implies (2) or (3) implies (1).
Corollary 3.70. Let f : E Ñ F be a morphism of nuclear Fre´chet spaces. Then, the
following are equivalent:
(1) f is an epimorphism in the category of complete locally convex vector spaces;
(2) f : Eb Ñ F b is an epimorphism in CBornk
(3) f : CptpEq Ñ CptpF q is an epimorphism in CBornk;
(4) f : Eb Ñ F b has bornologically dense image.
Proof. The characterization of epimorphisms given in Proposition 3.8 in combination
with Lemma 3.67 yields that conditions (2), (3), and (4) are equivalent. Then, Lemma 3.68
implies that (1) is equivalent to (4) because Fre´chet spaces are metric spaces. Therefore the
topological closure of the image of E in F is equal to its limit points (for the topology of
F ). And since F b is a proper bornological vector space (because it is normal) we can apply
Theorem 3.15 to deduce that the bornological closure of E in F agrees with its bornological
limit point. l
Lemma 3.71. If a short sequence of bornological Fre´chet spaces
0 Ñ E Ñ F Ñ GÑ 0
is strictly exact in CBornk then
0 Ñ Et Ñ F t Ñ Gt Ñ 0
is strictly exact in Tck.
Proof. The p´qt functor is a left adjoint, so it preserve all colimits. Therefore, we have
to check that it preserves kernels of morphisms of Fre´chet spaces. Let’s consider the kernel
of the strict morphism
f t : F t Ñ Gt.
kerpf tq is a Fre´chet space, and therefore it is a normal locally convex space. Hence, we can
apply Proposition 3.27 to deduce that kerpf tq – kerpfqt – Et, and the lemma is proved. l
One problem that complicates our work is that the converse statement of Lemma 3.71
does not hold in general. However, we have the following result.
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Lemma 3.72. A short sequence of nuclear Fre´chet spaces
0 Ñ E Ñ F Ñ GÑ 0
is strictly exact in Tck if and only if
0 Ñ Eb Ñ F b Ñ Gb Ñ 0
is strictly exact in CBornk.
Proof. By Lemma 3.71 the strict exactness of the second sequence implies the strict
exactness of the first one. Applying the functor p´qb to the first sequence we obtain a strict
exact sequence
0 Ñ Eb Ñ F b Ñ Gb
because p´qb is a right adjoint functor. Since the sequence
0 Ñ Eb Ñ F b Ñ Gb Ñ 0
is manifestly algebraically exact it remains to check that F b Ñ Gb is a strict epimorphism.
By the nuclearity hypothesis on E,F and G we can apply Lemma 3.67 to deduce that the
von Neumann bornology of these spaces coincides with the compactoid one. Finally, we can
apply Lemma 3.66 to conclude the proof. l
Remark 3.73. The functor p´qb does not preserve strict exactness of short exact sequences
in general. It is known that there exist Montel-Fre´chet spaces V whose quotient V {W by
a closed subspace W is not Montel. Since for such a V one has V b – CptpV q whereas
pV {W qb fl CptpV {W q, Lemma 3.66 implies that
CptpV {W q – V
b
W b
.
So, p´qb does not preserve cokernels in this case.
3.6. Derived functors of the inverse limit functor. We assume the reader is familiar
with the notion of a family of injective objects with respect to a functor between quasi-
abelian categories, in the sense of Schneiders (Definition 1.3.2 of [36]). In this section we
recall how to derive the inverse limit functors in quasi-abelian categories, and then focus on
the case of CBornk. Conditions for the existence of the derived functor of the inverse limit
functors are given the Proposition 3.74, which is proven in Prosmans [32]. We will discuss
then a bornological version of the classical Mittag-Leffler Lemma for Fre´chet spaces, which is
an important example of the use of homological algebra towards functional analysis. There
is an extensive literature on the study of the derived functor in the category of locally convex
spaces: Palamadov [26], Vogt [42], and Retakh [34] are only some of the main contributions.
In this section we bound ourself to obtain bornological versions of the basic results for Fre´chet
spaces, without looking for the utmost generality.
Proposition 3.74. Let I be a small category and C a quasi-abelian category with exact
products. Then, the family of objects in CI
op
which are Roos-acyclic form a limÐ
iPI
-acyclic
family. In particular, the functor
limÐ
iPI
: CI
op Ñ C
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is right derivable to a functor
D`pCIopq Ñ D`pCq
and for any object V P CIop, we have a canonical isomorphism
(3.5) R limÐ
iPI
Vi – RoospV q
where the right hand side is the Roos complex of V .
Proof. See Section3.3 of [32]. l
Corollary 3.75. The family of limÐ
iPI
-acyclic objects form a family of injective objects relative
to the functor limÐ
iPI
: CI Ñ C.
In the case of a tower (i.e. when I “ N with its natural order), the situation is easier to
deal with. Consider a functor V : Nop Ñ C where C is a quasi-abelian category with exact
products. We can consider the complex in degree 0 and 1
(3.6)
8ź
i“0
Vi
∆ÝÑ
8ź
i“0
Vi
defined by
∆p. . . , a2, a1, a0q “ p. . . , a2 ´ a3, a1 ´ a2, a0 ´ a1q
where ai denotes the image of ai P Vi inside Vi´1. In this particular case, the Roos complex
reduces to the complex of equation (3.6).
Lemma 3.76. Let C be a quasi-abelian category with exact products. Consider a functor
V : Nop Ñ C. Then RlimÐ
iPN
Vi is isomorphic to the complex in degree 0 and 1 given in equation
(3.6).
Proof. Since the cardinality of the natural numbers is less than the second infinite
cardinal, Theorem 3.10 of [33] implies that LHnpRlimÐ
iPI
Viq “ 0 for all n ě 2. The fact that
RlimÐ
iPI
Vi is represented by (3.6) follows from the general definition of the Roos complex and
the isomorphism in (3.5). l
Lemma 3.77. Let V be a projective system of Fre´chet spaces in Tck indexed by N where all
system morphisms are dense. Then, the complex
(3.7) 0 Ñ limÐ
iPN
Vi Ñ
ź
iPN
Vi
∆Ñ
ź
iPN
Vi Ñ 0
is strictly exact.
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Proof. We can first show exactness in the category Vectk by applying the standard
Mittag-Leffler theorem for (topological) Fre´chet spaces (see for example [13], Lemma 1 of
page 45) to
0

0oo

0oo

¨ ¨ ¨oo

V1

V2oo

V3oo

¨ ¨ ¨oo

V1

V1 ˆ V2oo

V1 ˆ V2 ˆ V3

oo ¨ ¨ ¨oo

0

V1

oo V1 ˆ V2

oo ¨ ¨ ¨

oo
0 0oo 0oo ¨ ¨ ¨oo
The lemma in [13] discusses only in the case k “ C, but it is easy to check the proof works
over any base field since the only hypothesis used is that the spaces involved are endowed
with a metric for which they are complete. It is an immediate consequence of the open
mapping theorem for Fre´chet spaces (see [18] Section4.4.7, page 61) that the morphism ∆ is
a strict epimorphism and therefore the sequence is strictly exact. l
We can now state our bornological version of the Mittag-Leffler Lemma.
Lemma 3.78. (Mittag-Leffler)
Let E,F,G P CBornNopk , be projective systems of bornological Fre´chet spaces over k indexed
by i P N. Let
(3.8) 0 Ñ tEiuiPN ηÑ tFiuiPN ψÑ tGiuiPN Ñ 0
be a short exact sequence of systems where each ηi and ψi is strict in CBornk. Suppose also,
that
(1) tEiuiPN is an epimorphic system;
(2) limÐ
iPN
Ei, limÐ
iPN
Fi and limÐ
iPN
Gi are nuclear bornological spaces.
Then, the resulting sequence
0 Ñ limÐ
iPN
Ei Ñ limÐ
iPN
Fi Ñ limÐ
iPN
Gi Ñ 0
is strictly exact in CBornk, where the limits are calculated in CBornk.
Proof. The datum of the short exact sequence (3.8) is equivalent to a sequence of strictly
exact sequences
i ÞÑ p0 Ñ Ei ηiÑ Fi ψiÝÑ Gi Ñ 0q
whose morphisms are compatible with the system morphisms of the projective systems.
Then, the application of the functor p´qt to these sequences
i ÞÑ p0 Ñ Eti ηiÑ F ti ψiÝÑ Gti Ñ 0q
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yields strictly exact sequences in Tck, thanks to Lemma 3.71. The system maps E
t
j Ñ Eti
have topologically dense set theoretic image by Observation 3.21. Therefore, we can apply
the Mittag-Leffler lemma for Fre´chet spaces (cf. Lemma 3.77) to the systems tEtiuiPN to get
a strictly exact sequence in Tck
(3.9) 0 Ñ limÐ
iPN
pEti q Ñ limÐ
iPN
pF ti q Ñ limÐ
iPN
pGtiq Ñ 0
of Fre´chet spaces. By Proposition 3.27, the functors limÐ
iPN
and p´qt commute in (3.9). Applying
Lemma 3.72 we deduce that the strict exactness of the sequence
0 Ñ plimÐ
iPN
Eiqt Ñ plimÐ
iPN
Fiqt Ñ plimÐ
iPN
Giqt Ñ 0
implies the strict exactness of the sequence
0 Ñ limÐ
iPN
Ei Ñ limÐ
iPN
Fi Ñ limÐ
iPN
Gi Ñ 0,
concluding the proof. l
Corollary 3.79. Let V be a projective system of bornological Fre´chet spaces indexed by N
where all system morphisms are dense and limÐ Vi is nuclear. Then, the complex
(3.10) 0 Ñ limÐ
iPN
Vi Ñ
ź
iPN
Vi
∆Ñ
ź
iPN
Vi Ñ 0
is strictly exact.
Proof. Using the bornological version of the Mittag-Leffler Lemma, i.e. Lemma 3.78, we
can use the same proof of Lemma 3.77 to deduce the corollary. l
Corollary 3.80. Let V be a projective system of bornological Fre´chet spaces indexed by N
where all system morphisms are dense and limÐ Vi is nuclear. Then
(3.11) RlimÐ
iPN
Vi – limÐ
iPN
Vi.
Proof. Corollary 3.79 is equivalent to say that the Roos complex of V has cohomology
only in degree 0. Therefore, Proposition 3.74 implies (3.11). l
Lemma 3.81. In any quasi-abelian category C, a complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ V n`1 dn`1Ñ V n dnÑ V n´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
is strictly exact if and only if the sequences
(3.12) 0 Ñ kerpdnq Ñ V n Ñ kerpdn´1q Ñ 0
are strictly exact for each n. Given a projective system of strictly exact complexes
(3.13) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ V n`1i d
n`1
iÑ V ni d
n
iÑ V n´1i Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
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where both tkerpdni quiPN and tV ni uiPI are limÐ
iPN
-acyclic systems, the projective limit
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ limÐ
iPN
V n`1i
limÐ dn`1iÑ limÐ
iPN
V ni
limÐ dniÑ limÐ
iPN
V n´1i Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
is strictly exact.
Proof. By Corollary 1.2.20 of [36], the complex (3.13) is strictly exact if and only if
LHnpV q “ 0 for all n. This is equivalent to the two term complexes 0 Ñ coimpdn`1q Ñ
kerpdnq Ñ 0 vanishing in the left heart of C (which is a full subcategory of the derived
category, cf. Corollary 1.2.20 of ibid.). By this explicit description of the left heart, the
condition LHnpV q “ 0 is equivalent to that the canonical morphism coimpdn`1q Ñ kerpdnq
is an isomorphism. Therefore, the strictly exactness of sequences
0 Ñ kerpdnq Ñ V n Ñ coimpdnq Ñ 0
implies the strictly exactness of the sequences (3.12). For the second statement, observe that
the sequences
0 Ñ ker dn Ñ limÐ
iPN
V ni Ñ ker dn´1 Ñ 0
are strictly exact, being the application of RlimÐ
iPN
to the strict short exact sequences
0 Ñ ker dni Ñ V ni Ñ ker dn´1i Ñ 0
of limÐ
iPN
-acyclic objects, thought of as an exact triangle in D`pCNq. l
4. Stein domains
4.1. Bornological Fre´chet algebras. The notion of multiplicatively convex bornological
algebra (in short m-algebra) introduced in [4] (cf. Definition 4.1 of ibid.) is not general
enough for all purposes of analytic geometry. For example, the bornological Fre´chet algebras
of analytic functions on open subsets of Ank are not multiplicatively convex in this sense.
So, we introduce here a generalization of multiplicatively convex bornological algebras which
encompass also bornological Fre´chet algebras. We start by recalling what the spectrum of a
general bornological algebra is.
Definition 4.1. Let A be a bornological algebra, i.e. an object of CommpBornkq, we define
the spectrum of A as the set of equivalence classes of bounded algebra morphisms of A to
valued extensions of k. The spectrum is denoted by MpAq and it is equipped with the weak
topology, i.e. the weakest topology for which all maps of the form χ ÞÑ |χpfq| P Rě0, for all
f P A, are continuous.
This definition extends the one given in Definition 4.2 of [4] for m-algebras, but the
spectrum of a general bornological algebra is not as well behaved as the spectrum of a
bornological m-algebra. For example, there exist bornological algebras whose underlying
bornological vector space is complete and whose spectrum is empty. So, it is important
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to single out a suitable sub-category of the category of bornological algebras for which the
notion of spectrum is not pathological.
Definition 4.2. Let A be an object of CommpCBornkq. We say that A is pro-multiplicatively
convex (or a pro m-algebra) if there is an isomorphism
A – limÐ
iPI
Ai
in CommpBornkq, where I is a cofiltered small category and Ai are complete bornological
m-algebras.
Definition 4.3. Let A be a pro-multiplicatively convex object of CommpCBornkq. A is
called densely defined if there exists an isomorphism A – limÐ
iPI
Ai of bornological algebras as
in Definition 4.2 such that for any i P I the canonical map pii : AÑ Ai has dense set-theoretic
image.
We remark that the condition in Definition 4.3 can be stated purely categorically by
requiring that the morphisms pii : A Ñ Ai are epimorphisms of the underlying complete
bornological vector spaces (cf. Proposition 3.8).
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a densely defined pro-multiplicatively convex bornological algebra,
such that
A – limÐ
nPN
An
with An Banach algebras. Then, A is a bornological Fre´chet algebra whose spectrum coincides
with the spectrum of MpAtq, i.e.
MpAq “
ď
nPN
MpAnq
topologically.
Proof. A is a bornological Fre´chet algebra, i.e. the underlying bornological vector space
of A is that of a bornological Fre´chet space. Indeed, limÐ
nPN
pAtnq is a Fre´chet space as consequence
of Proposition 3.27, which states that limÐ
nPN
pAtnq – plimÐ
nPN
Anqt “ At. Thus,
pAtqb – limÐ
nPN
ppAtnqbq – A.
This implies that a character A Ñ K is bounded if and only if it is continuous for At. The
densely defined hypothesis implies that
MpAq –MpAtq “
ď
nPN
MpAnq
because pii : AÑ Ai is an epimorphism if and only if piti : At Ñ Ati is an epimorphism, since
the Ai are Banach. The identification
MpAtq “
ď
nPN
MpAnq
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is a well-known result of the classical theory of Freche´t algebras (e.g. , see Section2.5 of [2]).
l
We end this section recalling a result from [3] that will be used in the next subsection.
Definition 4.5. Let E be a separated bornological vector space of convex type over k. A
pair pV , bq consisting of mappings V : Ť
jPN
Nj Ñ PpEq and b : NN Ñ p|kˆ|qN is called a
bornological web if all of the conditions below hold:
(1) The image of V consists of disks.
(2) Vp∅q “ E.
(3) Given a finite sequence pn0, . . . , njq, then Vpn0, . . . , njq is absorbed byď
nPN
Vpn0, . . . , nj, nq.
(4) For every s : N Ñ N the series ř
nPN
λpsqnxn, with λpsqn P k, converges bornologically
in E, whenever we choose xn P Vpsp0q, . . . , spnqq and |λpsqn| “ bpsqn.
Lemma 4.6. Let A,B be objects of CommpBornkq for which the underlying bornological
vector space of A is complete and the one of B is a webbed bornological vector space. Let
φ : A Ñ B be a morphism of the underlying objects in CommpVectkq. Suppose that in B
there is a family of ideals = such that
(1) each I P = is (bornologically) closed in B and each φ´1pIq is closed in A;
(2) for each I P = one has dimk B{I ă 8;
(3)
Ş
IP=
I “ p0q.
Then, φ is bounded.
Proof. The proof can be found in [3], Proposition 4.23. l
And finally the following lemma permits us to apply Lemma 4.6 to the morphisms of
bornological algebras we will study next sub-section.
Lemma 4.7. The underlying bornological vector space of every k-dagger affinoid algebra is
a webbed bornological vector space.
Proof. The assertion about dagger affinoid algebras is a direct consequence of Example
2.3 (2) of [3].
l
Remark 4.8. The notion of pro-multiplicative algebra is more general than what strictly
needed in this paper. However, this notion is very comfortable when both Fre´chet algebras
and LB algebras are considered in the same discussion. Moreover, the material in this section
will be a reference for future works in which we will analyse dagger quasi-Stein algebras for
which the use of the notion of pro-multiplicative bornological algebra is unavoidable.
4.2. Stein algebras and Stein spaces.
Definition 4.9. A Weierstrass localization of a k-dagger affinoid algebra A is a morphism
of the form
AÑ Axr
´1
1 X1, . . . , r
´1
n Xny:
pX1 ´ f1, . . . , Xn ´ fnq
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for some f1, . . . , fn P A, priq P Rn`.
Definition 4.10. Let A,B,C be a k-dagger affinoid algebras such that B and C are A-
algebras. Let f : B Ñ C be a bounded morphism of A-algebras. f is called inner with
respect to A if there exists a strict epimorphism pi : Axr´11 T1, . . . , r´1n Tny: Ñ B such that
ρCpfppipTiqqq ă ri
for all 1 ď i ď n, where ρC is the spectral semi-norm of C.
Definition 4.11. Let φ : MpAq “ X Ñ MpBq “ Y be a morphism of k-dagger affinoid
spaces. The relative interior of φ is the set
IntpX{Y q “ tx P X|AÑ Hpxq is inner with respect to Bu.
The complement of IntpX{Y q is called the relative boundary of φ and denoted by BpX{Y q.
If B “ k, the sets IntpX{Y q and BpX{Y q are denoted by IntpXq and BpY q and called the
interior and the boundary of X.
Definition 4.12. A dagger Stein algebra over k is a complete bornological algebra A over
k which is isomorphic to an inverse limit of k-dagger affinoid algebras
(4.1) ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ A4 ÝÑ A3 ÝÑ A2 ÝÑ A1 ÝÑ A0
in the category CBornk where each morphism is a Weierstrass localization and MpAiq is
contained in the interior of MpAi`1q, for each i. The category of dagger Stein algebras is
the full sub-category of CommpCBornkq identified by dagger Stein algebras over k and it is
denoted by Stnk.
Definition 4.13. A k-dagger analytic space X is called dagger Stein space if it admits a
dagger affinoid covering U1 Ă U2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ such that
X “
ď
iPN
Ui
and the restriction morphisms OXpUi`1q Ñ OXpUiq are Weierstrass localizations and Ui is
contained in the interior of Ui`1, for each i P N. The category of dagger Stein spaces is the
full sub-category of the category of k-analytic spaces of this form.
Example 4.14. (1) The open polycylinders are the most basic example of Stein spaces,
whose exhaustion by Weierstrass subdomains is given by the closed polycylinders of
smaller radius.
(2) Analytifications of algebraic varieties are Stein spaces, both for Archimedean and
non-Archimedean base fields.
(3) Closed subspaces of Stein spaces are Stein spaces (see [23]).
Lemma 4.15. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra over k. Then, A is a densely defined, pro-
multiplicatively convex, bornological Fre´chet algebra over k.
Proof. Let limÐ
iPN
Ai be a presentation of A as in definition of dagger Stein algebra. Let A˜i
be the completion of Ai with respect to the norm
}f} “ inf
BPDAi
|f |pAiqB ,
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where | ¨ |pAiqB denotes the gauge semi-norm, as explained in Remark 2.17. Notice that } ¨ } is
a norm because by hypothesis Ui has non-empty interior, therefore }f} “ 0 ñ f “ 0 (more
precisely, since Ui has non-empty interior one can find an injective bounded morphism of
Ai to a Banach algebra, which implies that Ai is separated). The requirement of MpAiq to
lie in the interior of MpAi`1q can be restated by saying that there are (bounded) diagonal
morphisms such that the following diagram is commutative
(4.2)
¨ ¨ ¨ A3 A2 A1
¨ ¨ ¨ A˜3 A˜2 A˜1
where the vertical maps are the completions. Hence, following the diagonal maps we obtain
a projective system
(4.3) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ A3 Ñ A˜3 Ñ A2 Ñ A˜2 Ñ A1 Ñ A˜1,
which shows that the sub-system
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ A˜3 Ñ A˜2 Ñ A˜1
is cofinal in (4.3), and hence
(4.4) A – limÐ
iPN
A˜i.
Then, by Proposition 3.27 we have limÐ
iPN
pA˜tiq – plimÐ
iPN
pA˜iqqt, because a countable projective limit
of Banach spaces in Tck is a Fre´chet spaces and hence normal (see Example 3.22). So, from
the relation
A “ limÐ
iPN
pA˜iq – plimÐ
iPN
pA˜iqqtb – plimÐ
iPN
pA˜tiqqb
we can deduce that A is a Fre´chet space in Bornk, in the sense of Definition 3.23. Moreover,
it is easy to see all the maps of the system (4.4) have dense images because in the diagram
(4.2) all maps but the bottom horizontal ones are clearly epimorphisms, which implies that
the bottom horizontal ones are epimorphism too. l
Remark 4.16. For non-Archimedean base fields, we could have defined Stein algebras us-
ing classical affinoid algebras in place of dagger affinoid algebras (which is what we get in
Lemma 4.15 with the algebras A˜i). The cofinality argument of Lemma 4.15 shows that the
bornological structure we defined on a dagger Stein algebra agrees with the Fre´chet struc-
tures defined classically, for example in [7], [11], [12] for the non-Archmedean theory and in
[16] for the Archimedean theory.
Lemma 4.17. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra over k. Then, the underlying bornological
vector space of A is binuclear.
Proof. By Proposition 3.53 the underlying bornological vector spaces of dagger affinoid
algebras are nuclear. We can apply Proposition 3.51 to any system of the form (4.1) to
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deduce that the underlying bornological vector space of A is nuclear. It remains to see that
the locally convex space At is nuclear. Notice that if we chose a presentation A – limÐ
iPN
Ai,
we have that At – limÐ
iPN
pAtiq, as a consequence of Proposition 3.27, and by Lemma 3.59 Ati
are nuclear locally convex spaces. This implies that At is nuclear because projective limits
of nuclear locally convex spaces are always nuclear (for a proof of this fact we can refer to
[13] Proposition 3.2 at page 23 in the case in which k is Archimedean, and for the non-
Archimedean case to Theorem 8.5.7 of [27]). l
Lemma 4.18. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra over k. Then, MpAq is a dagger Stein space
over k.
Proof. The spectrum MpAq is a hemi-compact topological space because, by Lemma
4.15, we can apply Proposition 4.4 to deduce that MpAq “ Ť
iPN
MpAiq (topologically), for a
presentation A – limÐ
iPN
Ai (because, in the notation of Lemma 4.15, MpAiq –MpA˜iq). The
condition of MpAiq being contained in the Berkovich interior of MpAi`1q readily implies
that tMpAiquiPN is a cofinal family of compact subsets of MpAq (cf. Exercise 3.8.C (b) of
[14]). This family is therefore a Berkovich net on MpAq which induces a structure of k-
dagger analytic space. It is straightforward to check that in this way MpAq is endowed with
a structure of dagger Stein space because by the definition of dagger Stein algebra the mor-
phisms Ai`1 Ñ Ai are Weierstrass localizations and MpAiq are mapped into IntpMpAi`1qq
by these localizations. l
Lemma 4.19. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra over k. Then, we can always find a presen-
tation
A – limÐ
iPN
Ai
as in Definition 4.12 such that Ai are strictly dagger affinoid algebras.
Proof. Let A – limÐ
iPN
Ai be a presentation of A as in the definition of dagger Stein algebra. It
is enough to show that each localization Ai`1 Ñ Ai factors through Weierstrass localizations
Ai`1 Ñ Bi Ñ Ai where Bi are strictly dagger affinoid. It is easy to check that Lemma 2.5.11
of [7] holds also for dagger affinoid algebras. Therefore, for any 0 ă  ă 1 we can find a
ρ “ pρiq P Rn` and a strict epimorphism
pi : kxρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xny: Ñ Ai`1
such that the image ofMpAiq is contained in the image ofMpAxpρ1q´1pipX1q, . . . , pρnq´1pipXnqy:q
in MpAi`1q. Since the diagram
kxρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xny: Ai`1
kxpρ1q´1X1, . . . , pρnq´1Xny: Ai`1xpρ1q´1pipX1q, . . . , pρnq´1pipXnqy:
pi
pi1
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is a push-out square, we see that the morphism pi1 is a strict epimorphism, because tensoring
preserves strict epimorphisms. Therefore, choosing pρiq´1 P
a|kˆ| for all i, which is always a
possible choice because
a|kˆ| is dense in R, we see thatAi`1xpρ1q´1pipX1q, . . . , pρnq´1pipXnqy:
can always be found to be a strictly dagger affinoid algebra and this is our choice for Bi.
Moreover, the morphism Ai`1 Ñ Bi is by construction a Weierstrass subdomain embedding
and Ai`1 Ñ Ai is by hypothesis a Weierstrass subdomain embedding which immediately
implies that Bi Ñ Ai is a Weierstrass domain embedding, concluding the proof. l
Remark 4.20. In Lemma 4.19 we only discussed how to find a presentation of a dagger
Stein algebra as an inverse limit of strictly dagger affinoid algebras, but the same argument
clearly works in the classical affinoid case. Notice that this lemma crucially depends on the
hypothesis that k is non-trivially valued.
Lemma 4.21. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra over k and m Ă A a finitely generated
maximal ideal. Then, m is bornologically closed in A.
Proof. Let A – limÐ
iPN
Ai be a presentation of A as given by Lemma 4.19. Consider the
extensions of m Ă A to Ai, denoted mAi, for every i P N. There are two possible cases
to consider: either mAi is a proper ideal of Ai, for some i, or mAi “ Ai for all i. In the
first case, since m is maximal in A then pi´1i pmAiq must be a proper ideal containing m, and
therefore must be equal to m. Since mAi is bornologically closed in Ai (cf. Theorem 4.9 (2)
of [4]), pii is a bounded map and the pre-image of a bornologically closed set by bounded
maps is a bornologically closed set, then m is bornologically closed in A.
On the other hand, suppose that for every i, mAi “ Ai and let f1, . . . , fn denote a set of
generators of m. Since mAi “ Ai, piipfiq have no common zeros in MpAiq. Because this is
true for any i and MpAq “ Ť
iPN
MpAiq, we can deduce that f1, . . . , fn have no common zeros
in MpAq. Using Theorem A for dagger Stein spaces (cf. Theorem 3.2 of [17] for the case
in which k is non-Archimedean, instead for k Archimedean the classical theorem of Cartan
applies) and reasoning in the same way as Theorem V.5.4 and Theorem V.5.5 at page 161 of
[16], we can deduce that condition that f1, . . . , fn have no common zeros implies that there
exist g1, . . . , gn P A such that 1 “
nř
i“1
figi and hence m “ A. But this is impossible because
by hypothesis m is a proper ideal of A. This contradiction shows that there must exist an i
such that mAi ‰ Ai. l
Remark 4.22. The second part of the proof of Lemma 4.21 works only for fintely generated
ideals. Indeed, dagger Stein algebras can have non-finitely generated maximal ideals. It
follows that such ideals are necessarily non-closed and bornologically dense subsets.
Remark 4.23. Notice that the morphism of Grothendieck locally ringed spaces MpAiq Ñ
MpAq, induced from the projections pii : A Ñ Ai discussed so far, is an open immersion
(in the sense of Definition 4.18 of [2]), when one consider the Berkovich G-topology of
analytic domains (cf. chapter 6 of [2] or chapter 1 of [8] for details about this G-topology).
This is because we endow MpAq with the structure of k-dagger analytic space given by the
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Berkovich net
Ť
iPN
MpAiq. Therefore, each MpAiq is an analytic domain in MpAq and MpAiq
is identified with its image in MpAq.
Lemma 4.24. Any morphism of k-dagger Stein algebras comes from a morphism in PropAfnd:kq
by applying the functor
limÐ : PropAfnd
:
kq Ñ CommpBornkq.
Proof. Let f : A Ñ B be a morphism of dagger Stein algebras and let A – limÐ
iPN
Ai,
B – limÐ
jPN
Bj be two fixed presentations as in the definition of dagger Stein algebra. Let
Mpfq : MpBq ÑMpAq denote the morphism of dagger Stein spaces induced by f . Since
the family tMpAiquiPN is cofinal in the family of compact subsets of MpAq, every morphisms
MpBiq Ñ MpAq must factor through a MpAiq, because the image of MpBiq in MpAq is
compact. Therefore, we get morphisms of k-dagger analytic spacesMpfiq : MpBiq ÑMpAiq
(possibly by re-indexing the systems in a suitable way). These morphisms commute with the
morphisms Mpfq : MpBq ÑMpAq and limÑ
iPN
Mpfiq “Mpfq. By Remark 4.16 of [4], there
exist maps fi : Ai Ñ Bi of k-dagger affinoid algebras induced by the morphisms of k-dagger
affinoid spaces Mpfiq and for these maps we get limÐ
iPN
fi “ f , as required. l
Theorem 4.25. The category of dagger Stein algebras over k is anti-equivalent to the cat-
egory of dagger Stein spaces over k. Moreover, the forgetful functor from the category of
dagger Stein algebras over k to CommpVectkq is fully faithful.
Proof. It is clear that to any dagger Stein algebra one can associate a dagger Stein space
and vice versa functorially, as explained so far (cf. Lemma 4.18). So, we check the claim
about the boundedness of every algebra morphism between dagger Stein algebras. Fix two
dagger Stein algebras with representations A – limÐ
iPN
Ai, B – limÐ
iPN
Bi, and let φ : A Ñ B be a
morphism of their underlying objects in CommpVectkq. We also suppose that all Ai and Bi
are strictly dagger affinoid algebras, which is always a possible choice (cf. Lemma 4.19). The
data of the morphism φ is equivalent to a system of morphisms φi : AÑ Bi in CommpVectkq
with obvious commuting relations with the system morphism of the representation of B we
fixed. To show that φ is bounded, it is enough to show that each φi is bounded. Let m Ă Bi
be a maximal ideal. Then, m is finitely generated and Bi
m
is a finite valued extension of k,
because Bi is strictly dagger affinoid. Then, the composition of maps
AÑ Bi Ñ Bi
m
identifies A
φ´1i pmq
with a sub-ring of Bi
m
so
k Ă A
φ´1i pmq
Ă Bi
m
.
This implies of course that A
φ´1i pmq
is a field. Therefore φ´1i pmq is a maximal, finitely generated
ideal of A, which by Lemma 4.21 must be closed. It follows that the quotient bornology of
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A
φ´1i pmq
is separated, and hence complete and since A
φ´1i pmq
as vector space over k is finite
dimensional, its bornology is necessarily isomorphic to the product bornology of finitely
many copies of k. Lemma 4.18 yields
MpAq “
ď
iPN
MpAiq
which readily implies
Max pAq “
ď
iPN
Max pAiq,
where on the left-hand side only finitely generated maximal ideals are considered. So, there
exists a j such that for any j ě i, φ´1i pmqAj is a maximal ideal of Aj. It follows that there
is a canonical isomorphism
A
φ´1i pmq
– Aj
φ´1i pmqAj
.
Now consider mn, for any n P N. By elementary commutative algebra one can see that
φipmqn Ă φipmnq which implies that there exist canonical quotient maps
AÑ A
φ´1i pmqn
Ñ A
φ´1i pmnq
.
Since MpAjqãÑMpAq is an immersion (i.e. induces isomorphisms on stalks), using the same
argument of proposition 7.2.2/1 of [10] we can deduce that
A
φ´1i pmqn
– Aj
φ´1i pmqnAj
, @n P N.
Notice also that Aj
φ´1i pmqnAj
are a finite dimensional k-Banach algebra. Therefore, we wrote
A
φ´1i pmnq
is a quotient of a finite dimensional k-Banach algebra, which is necessarily a k-
Banach. This shows that φ´1i pmnq is closed in A, for any maximal ideal of Bi and any n P N.
We showed that the family of all powers of maximal ideals of Bi satisfies the hypothesis of
Lemma 4.6 (that can be applied to φi thanks to Lemma 4.7), proving that φi and hence φ
are bounded maps.
To conclude the proof it remains to show that every morphism of dagger Stein spaces
is induced by a morphism of dagger Stein algebras. A morphism X Ñ Y of dagger Stein
spaces is by definition a morphism of locally ringed Grothendieck topological spaces between
X “ Ť
iPN
MpBiq and Y “ Ť
iPN
MpAiq, when they are equipped with their maximal Berkovich
nets generated by the nets tMpAiquiPN and tMpBiquiPN (cf. chapter 6 of [2]). All the
elements of the maximal nets which gives the structure of k-analytic spaces to X and Y
must be compact subsets of X and Y respectively, and hence by the fact that X and Y are
hemi-compact, all the elements of the maximal nets must be contained in some MpAiq or
MpBiq, respectively, as explained in the proof of Lemma 4.18. Therefore, every morphism
of k-dagger analytic spaces must come from a morphism of systems i ÞÑ pAi Ñ Biq, of the
form we described in Lemma 4.24. This shows that to give a morphism between dagger Stein
algebras is the same as to give a morphism of dagger Stein spaces and vice versa. l
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The following corollary is our version of the classical Forster’s theorem. A similar state-
ment holds for the category of affinoid algebras or in the dagger affinoid setting as discussed
in Remark 4.18 of [4].
Corollary 4.26. The functor defined by M from the opposite category of k–dagger Stein
algebras to the category of locally ringed Grothendieck topological spaces is fully faithful.
Therefore, we can identify the category opposite to k-dagger Stein algebras, with a full sub-
category of the category of locally ringed Grothendieck topological spaces.
Thanks to Theorem 4.25 we can give the following definition.
Definition 4.27. A morphism AÑ B between dagger Stein algebras is called a localization
if it can be written as a projective limit of dagger localizations.
Definition 4.28. A morphism f : X Ñ Y between dagger Stein spaces is called an open
immersion if it is a homeomorphism of X with fpXq and for each x P X the induced
morphism of stalks OY,fpxq Ñ OX,x is an isomorphism.
Remark 4.29. Using Theorem 4.25 and Proposition 4.22 of [4], one can see that AÑ B is
a localization of Stein algebras if and only if the associated morphism of dagger Stein spaces
MpBq ÑMpAq is an open immersion.
5. Homological characterization of the Stein topology
We now need to prove last lemmata for deducing the main results of this work.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be an object of CommpCBornkq and L ‚ApEq be the Bar resolution (see
Definition 2.11) of an object E P ModpAq. If both A and E are nuclear, as object of CBornk,
then L ‚ApEq is isomorphic to E in Dď0pAq.
Proof. It is enough to check that we can apply Lemma 2.9. This is possible because, by
Theorem 3.50, nuclear objects of CBornk are flat for pbk. l
Let A P CommpCBornkq and E,F P ModpAq. In Definition 2.11 we introduced the Bar
resolution of F as the complex ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ L 2ApF q Ñ L 1ApF q Ñ L 0ApF q Ñ F Ñ 0
L nA pF q “ ApbkpApbnk pbkF q “ ApbkpApbk ¨ ¨ ¨ pbkAloooooomoooooon
n times
pbkF q
whose differentials are given in equation (2.1). Applying to this complex the functor EpbAp´q
one obtains the complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ EpbAL 2ApF q Ñ EpbAL 1ApF q Ñ EpbAL 0ApF q Ñ EpbAF Ñ 0
which is a representative of EpbLAF in Dď0pAq.
Remark 5.2. The terms of this complex can be written in a simplified form as follows
EpbAL nA pF q “ EpbAApbkpApbnk pbkF q – EpbkApbnk pbkF.
Therefore, we will introduce the notation
(5.1) L nA pE,F q “ EpbkApbnk pbkF.
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Lemma 5.3. Let A, B be dagger Stein algebras and let X “ MpBq, Y “ MpAq be the
corresponding dagger Stein spaces. Let f : A Ñ B be a morphism and Mpfq : X “
MpBq Ñ Y “ MpAq the corresponding morphism of dagger Stein spaces. Let also C be
another dagger Stein algebra and g : AÑ C an arbitrary morphism in CommpCBornkq Then,
if Mpfq is an open immersion there exist projective systems of Banach algebras tAiuiPN,
tBiuiPN and tCiuiPN and morphisms of systems tfi : Ai Ñ BiuiPN, tgi : Ai Ñ CiuiPN such that
(1) limÐ
iPN
Ai – A, limÐ
iPN
Bi – B, limÐ
iPN
Ci – C and the projection maps A Ñ Ai, B Ñ Bi,
C Ñ Ci have dense images;
(2) limÐ fi “ f , limÐ gi “ g;
(3) for every i P N an isomorphism
(5.2) L ‚AipCi, Biq Ñ CipbAiBi
of objects of Dď0pBiq.
Proof. By Lemma 4.24 every morphism of Stein algebras can be represented as a system
morphism of dagger affinoid algebras. So, let
X “
ď
iPN
Ui, Y “
ď
iPN
Vi, Z “MpCq “
ď
iPN
Wi
be representations of X, Y and Z, with Ui “MpB1iq, Vi “MpA1iq and Wi “MpC 1iq where
A1i, B1i and C 1i are dagger affinoid algebras and the systems are chosen in a way that both
morphisms f and A Ñ C have the same index set (for finite diagram without loops this
re-indexing can always be performed; for more details see Proposition 3.3 of the Appendix of
[1]). Moreover, using Lemma 4.19 we can suppose that all A1i, B1i and C 1i are strictly dagger
affinoid algebras. Consider the morphisms f 1i : A1i Ñ B1i and gi : A1i Ñ C 1i, induced by f
and g : A Ñ C respectively. It is easy to check that Mpf 1iq are open immersions of dagger
affinoid spaces. Applying Proposition 4.22 of [4] we can deduce that f 1i are dagger affinoid
localizations. Applying Theorem 5.7 of [4], we obtain a strict isomorphism of complexes of
B1i-modules
(5.3) C 1i pbLA1iB1i – C 1i pbA1iB1i.
The object C 1i pbLA1iB1i can be represented by the complex L ‚A1ipC 1i, B1iq.
(5.4) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ L 2A1ipC 1i, B1iq Ñ L 1A1ipC 1i, B1iq Ñ L 0A1ipC 1i, B1iq
using notation of equation (5.1). It is clear that the explicit description of the differentials
of the Bar resolution given in equation (2.1) implies that the Bar resolution of B1i admits
a uniform indexing as a diagram of ind-Banach modules, once one fixes a representation
of B1i as an ind-Banch object. Moreover, by Theorem 4.9 (4) of [4] morphisms of dagger
affinoid algebras can always be written as morphisms of inductive systems of Banach algebras.
Therefore, we can find representations of A1i – limÑ
ρą1
pA2ρqi and B1i – limÑ
ρą1
pB2ρqi, C 1i – limÑ
ρą1
pC2ρqi
such that the isomorphism (5.3) lifts to an isomorphism of complexes Banach modules for
any ρ ą 1 small enough. Indeed to choose such a ρ we can proceed as follows. Let ρ1 ą 1
be small enough such that f 1i : A1i Ñ B1i is representable as a morphism of inductive systems
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pA2ρ1qi Ñ pB1ρ1qi and let ρ2 ą 1 be such that gi : A1i Ñ C 1i can be represented as a morphism of
inductive systems pA1ρ2qi Ñ pC 1ρ2qi. Then, any ρ such that 1 ă ρ ă mintρ1, ρ2u is a suitable
choice. In fact, all the maps of the complex of equation (5.4) can be written as a morphism
of inductive systems for such small ρ, because these maps are obtained from the differentials
of the Bar resolution by tensoring pB2ρqi (which becomes an pA2ρqi-module) over with pC2ρqi
(which becomes a pA2ρqi-modules through the map pA2ρ2qi Ñ pC2ρ2qi). Therefore, we have a
quasi-isomorphism of complexes of Banach modules
(5.5)
r¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ L 2pA2ρqippC2ρqi, pB2ρqiq Ñ L 1pA2ρqippC2ρqi, pB2ρqiq Ñ L 0pA2ρqippC2ρqi, pB2ρqiqs Ñ pC2ρqipbpA2ρqipB2ρqi
for ρ small enough. Moreover, by the fact that the dagger subdomain embeddings
Ui Ă Ui`1, Vi Ă Vi`1, Wi Ă Wi`1
are inner for all i P N, we can find ρU ą 1, ρV ą 1, ρW ą 1 small enough such that
MppB2ρU qiq Ă Ui`1, MppA2ρV qiq Ă Vi`1,MppC2ρW qiq Ă Wi`1.
Therefore, fixing any ρ ą 1 such that mintρU , ρV , ρW , ρ1, ρ2u ą ρ ą 1, we set for each i
Ai “ pA2ρqi, Bi “ pB2ρqi, Ci “ pC2ρqi.
The properties (1), (2) and (3) satisfied by the system so obtained as direct consequences of
the choices we made. l
Remark 5.4. Notice that the isomorphism (5.2) does not imply that CipbLAiBi Ñ CipbAiBi
is an isomorphism in general. Because for Archimedean base fields Banach spaces might not
be flat in CBornk and therefore the Bar resolution is not a flat resolution.
Theorem 5.5. Let i : U Ñ V be an open immersion of dagger Stein spaces corresponding
to a morphism AV Ñ BU of dagger Stein algebras over k. For any dagger Stein AV -algebra
CW the morphism
CW pbLAVBU Ñ CW pbAVBU
is an isomorphism in Dď0pBUq. Also (in the case that CW “ BU) AV Ñ BU is a homotopy
epimorphism.
Proof. Lemma 5.3, applied to AV , BU , CW and the morphism i : U Ñ V yields three
systems of Banach algebras such that
limÐ
iPN
Ai – AV , limÐ
iPN
Bi – BU , limÐ
iPN
Ci – CW
such that the opposite morphisms to i and the morphism AV Ñ CW can be written as
morphisms of these projective systems. Moreover, for each i P N, Lemma 5.3 also yields to
a strictly exact complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ L 2AipCi, Biq Ñ L 1AipCi, Biq Ñ L 0AipCi, Biq Ñ CipbAiBi Ñ 0
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The following commutative diagram
Bj pbkCj BipbkCi
Bj pbAjCj BipbAiCi
show that the bottom horizontal map is an epimorphism because the rest of the arrows are.
Continuing to tensor we get a epimorphism L nAjpCj, Bjq Ñ L nAipCi, Biq for any n. It is easy
to check that these morphisms commutes with differentials, giving a projective system of
morphism of complexes
(5.6)
¨ ¨ ¨ L 1AjpCj, Bjq L 0AjpCj, Bjq Cj pbAjBj 0
¨ ¨ ¨ L 1AipCi, Biq L 0AipCi, Biq CipbAiBi 0
d2j d
1
j d
0
j
d2i d
1
i d
0
i
of whose limit we denote by
(5.7) ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ limÐ
iPN
pCipbkAipbkBiq ÝÑ limÐ
iPN
pCipbkBiq ÝÑ limÐ
iPN
pCipbAiBiq ÝÑ 0.
Using the isomorphisms coimpdn`1i q – kerpdni q and coimpdn`1j q – kerpdnj q the commutative
squares
(5.8) L nAjpCj, Bjq //

kerpdn´1j q

L nAipCi, Biq // kerpdn´1i q
are seen to have all arrows epimorphisms except the one on between the kernels. Therefore,
it also is an epimorphism. Now both the systems tkerpdni quiPN and tL nAipCi, BiquiPN are
epimorphic. Notice that
limÐ
iPN
kerpdni q – kerplimÐ
iPN
dni q.
Proposition 3.51 implies that limÐ
iPN
L nAipCi, Biq is nuclear. Therefore, limÐ
iPN
kerpdni q is nuclear
as it can be identified with a closed subspace of L nAV pCW , BUq. Therefore, Corollary 3.80
implies that tkerpdni quiPN and tL nAipCi, BiquiPN are limÐ
iPN
acyclic.
Applying Lemma 3.81 the to the system of complexes (5.6) we deduce that complex of
equation (5.7) is strictly acyclic. Moreover, applying Corollary 3.64 to each term in degree
strictly less than zero of the complex (5.6), we see that (5.7) is strictly isomorphic to the
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complex
(5.9)
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ plimÐ
iPN
CiqpbkplimÐ
iPN
AiqpbkplimÐ
iPN
Biq ÝÑ plimÐ
iPN
CiqpbkplimÐ
iPN
Biq ÝÑ limÐ
iPN
pCipbAiBiq ÝÑ 0.
Thus we showed that the complex
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ CW pbkAV pbkBU ÝÑ CW pbkBU ÝÑ limÐ
iPN
pCipbAiBiq ÝÑ 0
is strictly exact. Since cokerpL 1AV pCW , BUq Ñ L 0AV pCW , BUqq – CW pbAVBU we have shown
the isomorphism in Dď0pBUq
CW pbLAVBU Ñ limÐ
iPN
pCipbAiBiq – CW pbAVBU .
In the special case that the system tBiuiPN and the system tCiuiPN are equal we haveBU “ CW
and that BipbLAiBi – BipbAiBi Ñ Bi is an isomorphism by Theorem 5.11 of [4]. We can infer
that
BU pbLAVBU Ñ limÐ
iPN
pBipbAiBiq – limÐ
iPN
Bi – BU
is an isomorphism, concluding the proof of the theorem. l
Lemma 5.6. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra presented by a system of (strictly) dagger
affinoid algebras Ai. Then the projection maps AÑ Ai are homotopy epimorphisms.
Proof. We can write Ai as a direct limit
Ai – limÑ
ρą1
pAiqρ
where pAiqρ are Stein algebras of Stein spaces that admit closed embeddings in polydisks
and where each morphism pAiqρ Ñ pAiqρ1 , for ρ1 ă ρ corresponds geometrically to an open
embedding. Such a system of Stein spaces can be found via a presentation of Ai – WnkI and
writing W nk as the direct limit of the Stein algebras of open polydisks of radius bigger that
one, which form a base of neighborhoods of the closed unital polydisk. Applying Theorem
5.5 we can infer that each pAiqρ Ñ pAiqρ1 is a homotopy epimorphism and applying Lemma
2.12 we can deduce that the canonical morphisms pAiqρ Ñ Ai are homotopy epimorphisms.
Since A is a Stein algebra and A Ñ Ai corresponds geometrically to an open embedding
there exists a ρ ą 1 small enough such that A Ñ Ai factors through A Ñ Aρ and that
A Ñ Aρ corresponds geometrically to an open embedding. Applying Theorem 5.5 we can
deduce that A Ñ Aρ is a homotopy epimorphism and therefore A Ñ Ai is a homotopy
epimorphism because it can be written as a composition of two homotopy epimorphisms. l
And finally, the last result of characterization of open Stein immersions.
Theorem 5.7. Let f : AV Ñ BU be a morphism of dagger Stein algebras over k. If f is a
homotopy epimorphism as morphism of CommpCBornkq, then it is a localization.
Proof. The condition of f being a homotopy epimorphism means that
BU pbLAVBU – BU pbAVBU – BU .
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Let limÐ
iPN
Ai – AV , limÐ
iPN
Bi – BU be representations of AV and BU such that f can be written
as a morphism of projective systems fi : Ai Ñ Bi of dagger affinoid algebras. By Lemma 5.6
the projections AV Ñ Ai and BU Ñ Bi are homotopy epimorphisms. Lemma 2.3 applied to
the bottom horizontal map of the commutative diagram
A B
Ai Bi
implies that Ai Ñ Bi is a homotopy epimorphism for every i P N. This is equivalent to say
that f can be written as a projective system of homotopy epimorphisms of dagger affinoid
algebras. Applying Theorem 5.11 of [4] we obtain that the morphisms Ai Ñ Bi are open
immersions of dagger affinoid spaces. Therefore, Mpfq : MpBUq ÑMpAV q can be written
as filtered inductive limit of open embeddings, and it is easy to check that this implies that
Mpfq is an open immersion. l
To conclude our homological and categorical characterization of the topology of Stein
spaces it remains to characterize coverings. Consider a Stein space X and an arbitrary
covering
X “
ď
iPI
Yi
of X made of Stein spaces Yi. By definition the topology of X is hemi-compact and X
is also paracompact. Therefore, the family tYiuiPI admits a countable sub-family tYjujPJ ,
where J Ă I, such that
X “
ď
jPJ
Yj.
Lemma 5.8. Let A be a dagger Stein algebra and let tfi : A Ñ AViuiPI be a family of
localizations such that for some countable subset J Ă I the corresponding family of functors
tFi : ModRRpAq Ñ ModRRpAViquiPJ
for is conservative. Then, the morphism φ :
š
iPJ
Max pAViq Ñ Max pAq is surjective.
Proof. Assume that the family of functors tFiuiPJ is conservative and that φ : š
iPJ
Max pAViq Ñ
Max pAq is not surjective. We will deduce a contradiction. Let mx P Max pAq be a point
which is not in the image of φ. Consider the quotient A{mx. This is a Stein algebra: see
Example 4.14. By 5.5 A{mx P ModRRpAq and it is a non-trivial module. We also have
AVi pbApA{mxq “ 0
for all i, because the extension of mx to AVi is equal to the improper ideal for all i P J . This
proves that the family Fi is not conservative. l
Definition 5.9. We denote with ModRRF pAq the full sub-category of ModRRpAq for which
M P ModRRpAq is a bornological Fre´chet space.
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Lemma 5.10. Let tEiuiPI be a countable set of binuclear bornological Fre´chet modules over
A and F a bornological Fre´chet modules over A, where A is a nuclear Fre´chet algebra. Then,
the canonical map
EpbAF “ pź
iPI
EiqpbAF Ñź
iPI
pEipbAF q
is an isomorphism of bornological modules.
Proof. ź
iPI
F pbAEi “ź
iPI
cokerpF pbkApbkEi d1Ñ F pbkEiq
where d1 is induced by the differential in degree 1 of the Bar resolution. Since direct products
of bornological spaces preserve cokernels (see Proposition 1.9 of [30] for a proof of this fact
for bornological spaces over C and Proposition 1.2.12 of [2] for the same proof worked out
in a more general settings) we see thatź
iPI
cokerpF pbkApbkEi d1Ñ F pbkEiq – cokerpź
iPI
pF pbkApbkEiq d1Ñź
iPI
pF pbkEiqq
to which we can apply Corollary 3.65 (cofiltering the infinite direct product by its finite
products) to deduce that
cokerp
ź
iPI
pF pbkApbkEiq d1Ñź
iPI
pF pbkEiqq – cokerpF pbkApbkpź
iPI
Eiq d1Ñ F pbkpź
iPI
Eiqq – F pbAE.
l
Corollary 5.11. Under the same hypothesis of Lemma 5.10 we have that for any countable
set I,
EpbLAF “ pź
iPI
EiqpbLAF Ñź
iPI
pEipbLAF q
is an isomorphism of bornological modules.
Proof. The same reasoning of Lemma 5.10 can be extended to EpbLAF representing it
with the complex L ‚ApE,F q, using the notation introduced so far. Therefore, for each n P N
we have that
L nA pE,F q “ EpbkApbnpbkF “ pź
iPI
EiqpbkApbnpbkF.
When I is finite, using the fact that the completed projective tensor product commutes with
finite products, we can deduce that L nA pE,F q –
ś
iPI
pEipbkApbnpbkF q. By writing a coundable
product as a cofiltered projective system of finite products, we can use Corollary 3.65 to
deduce that
L nA pE,F q –
ź
iPI
pEipbkApbnpbkF q
for general countable collections. Now
ś
iPI
defines a functor
ś
iPI
Dď0pModpAqq Ñ Dď0pModpAqq
because direct products are exact and so we get a strict quasi-isomorphism of the complexes
representing EpbLAF and ś
iPI
pEipbLAF q.
l
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Lemma 5.12. Let A be a Stein algebra and tViuiPN a countable collection of Stein do-
mains that covers X “ Max pAq. Then, the corresponding family of functors ModRRF pAq Ñ
ModRRF pAViq is conservative.
Proof. Let f : M Ñ N in ModRRF pAq be any morphism such that fi : M pbAAVi Ñ N pbAAVi
are isomorphisms for all i. The Cˇech-Amitsur complex
(5.10) 0 Ñ AÑ
ź
i1PN
AVi1 Ñ
ź
i1,i2PN
AVi1
pbAAVi2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
is strictly exact as a consequence of the Theorem B for Stein spaces (cf. Fundamental
Theorem in page 124 of [16] for the Archimedean version of Theorem B and Satz 2.4 [23]
for the non-Archimedean one). Theorem 2.26 permits to apply the functor M pbLAp´q to the
complex (5.10) because it permits to extend M pbLAp´q to a functor on the derived category of
unbounded complexes. Therefore, by applying the derived functor M pbLAp´q we are left with
an object strictly quasi-isomorphic to zero. Notice that in this case that M pbLAp´q commutes
with the relavant countable products (by Corollary 5.11) because M is Fre´chet and products
respect cokernels. Furthermore, as M is RR-quasi-coherent, we have
M pbLApAVi1 pbA ¨ ¨ ¨ pbAAVin q –M pbApAVi1 pbA ¨ ¨ ¨ pbAAVin q
for each ii, . . . in. Therefore, we can apply Corollary 3.65 and by a small computation, obtain
a a strictly exact complex
0 ÑM Ñ
ź
i1PN
pM pbAAVi1 q Ñ ź
i1,i2PN
pM pbAAVi1 pbAAVi2 q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
We can do the same thing for N and this yields that the morphisms fi extend uniquely to
morphisms of the complexes resolving M and N . Therefore f is an isomorphism. l
Theorem 5.13. A collection of homotopy epimorphisms of Stein algebras tAV Ñ AViuiPI is
a covering of Max pAV q if and only if the family of functors tModRRF pAq Ñ ModRRF pAViquiPJ
is conservative, with J Ă I a countable subset.
Proof. The assertion of the theorem is simply the combination of Lemma 5.8 and Lemma
5.12. l
We summarize the main results of this section in the following corollary.
Corollary 5.14. Consider pCBornk, pbk, kq as a closed symmetric monoidal elementary quasi-
abelian category. The natural inclusion of categories StnkãÑCommpCBornkq permits to define
a countable version of the formal homotopy Zariski topology on Stnk as in Definition 2.5. The
coverings of Stein spaces by Stein spaces (in the usual sense for Archimedean base fields, and
in the rigid sense for non-Archimedean base fields) corresponds precisely with the families of
morphisms tAV Ñ AViuiPI in the category CommpCBornkq for which the family of functors
tModRRF pAq Ñ ModRRF pAViquiPJ is conservative, and AV Ñ AVi is a homotopy epimorphism
for each i P J with J Ă I some countable subset.
Proof. Theorems 5.7 and 5.5 precisely mean that in Stnk a morphism is a homotopy
epimorphism if and only if it is an open immersion. Whereas, the claim on the coverings is
obtained in Theorem 5.13. l
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Remark 5.15. If instead, we want to consider finite covers of Stein spaces by Stein spaces
(so that J is finite), then the analogue of Corollary 5.14gives a description of the formal
homotopy Zariski topology and in this case one can replace ModRRF with Mod
RR, using all
RR-quasicoherent modules instead of just the Frechet ones. Notice also that within the proof
of Lemma 5.12 we have shown that given a countable open Stein cover of a Stein space and
any M P ModRRF pAq that the complex
0 ÑM Ñ
ź
i1PN
pM pbAAVi1 q Ñ ź
i1,i2PN
pM pbAAVi1 pbAAVi2 q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
is strictly exact. The same holds for finite open Stein covers of a Stein space and any
M P ModRRpAq.
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